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PREFACE
Thia study ie prepared to establish a method of evaluating super
visory training. An attempt to evaluate the following hypotheses will
(1) There i� a method of selecting the basic perfora

be considereds

anoe areaa of a first line superviaor.

(2)

ards of performance in the basic area,.

There are acceptable stand"

(3) Performance appraisal.a

prior to the introduction of training will determine sub-standard per

•

•

fonnance in th selected ar as.

(4) Follow-up perfonance appraisal•

will indica:te the effectiveness of training in improving performance
without undue contudnation of the criteria by other innuenc•••
During the stu� other areas of investigation to be examined ares
(1) Defining the supervisor•• job and training.
aspects of training.

(2) Theoretical

(3) A survey of evaluative methods.

method of performance appraisal.
The procedures followed are,

(5)

(4) A

Training to improve performance.

(1) Establishing basic supervisory

areas of responsibility from general analysis and descriptions of the
s upervisory

positi on.
•

of responsibility.

(2) Creating standards of perfonance in areas

(3) Developing a method of evaluating performance.

(4) Evaluating training as it affects performance. These will be
accomplished by conferences with Personnel Administrators, supervisory
personnel, and research in the theoretical aspects of evaluation.
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INTi.ODOCTION

In any cOJllpetitive business the need to increase efficiency and
productivity and to reduce 'the cost per unit produced ia in the interest
of the five parties of the enterprise.

2)

the

These are 1

management, 3) labor, 4) the consumer, 5)

1) the investors,
•

the government.

Satis

• • is difficult to achieve and the coa

faction of these primary int rest

plexi ties encountered, a lthough they � be co111111on to all, are very

difficult

to reconcile

in

• first line superviaion.

th

T he first line supervisor must be trained to keep abreast of the
changes in a dynamic situation.

..

Be is the buffer aone between higher

lev 1 management and the employee.
manag

lfhat the supervisor does, reflects

ent•a policies in the eyes of the employee and the

co•unity,

since neither of them are in direct contact with the co paey-'a policiea
except aa these policies are interpreted b1 the supervisor.

Therefore,

since these policiee must be assumed to reflect management• s b est judg•
ment and underatanding, the necessity of training the supervisor to
underatalld.
• and demonstrate the co11pany•s viewpoint is a neceasary top

•

manage ent decision.
It is to be understood that "training for training's sake" is not
the objective of any well organised company.

The priaary consideration

is the benefit of training to fulfill the company'a objectives.
spend money on any unproductive progru will

increase

the coat of pro•

duction and affect the competitive position of the company.

1

To

A training

2
program must further the objectives of the company and must result in
greater efficiency of supervis ion or the cost of training is wasted.
To evaluate the training in relation to the objectives then becomes a
prQplem which confronts m.anageaent today.

•

Although a s arch of the literature doee ehov that many people
have given thought to methods of evaluating training, this study intend•
to establish a standard method of evaluating first line supervis<ry
training.
The need and importance of the reaearch undertaken in this study
was engendered from several sources. One primary source was the liter
ature of, or related to, industrial training evaluative techniques. An
increasing number of articles concerning evaluation
• seem to be appearing

•

each year in the jo,u-nals of training, psychology, and busines • Each
article usually attempts to shed light on some facet of evaluation. How
ever, there has been no single comprehensive piece of research encom
passing a total evaluation program nor the systematic use of such a
program for evaluation of supervisory training.
This piecemeal approach has resulted in an evaluative method of on.
facet of training evaluation vith relatively little value within itself,
but which may be of some value in the total evaluation of a training
program. Kirkpatrick1 lists, in his opinion, three main neglects, one
of which is:

"To evalu a te training programs and make use of evaluation

results." Kirkpatrick goea on to emphasize that while results of training
luonald L. Kirkpatrick, "The Most Neglected Responsibilities of
th Training Department", J ournll1 � the American SooieV !f Training
Directors• XIII, April 1959,
• PP• 32-ST.""'

•

a
evaluation cannot be tranaferred from one company to another; evaluation
techniques and procedures can be transferred and adapted frequently ,,,
The present evaluating

•

technique are not adequa te nor standard.

In •aD1 cases the supervisor who is participating• in the course doea
the evaluation through a testing procedure�
jective or
supervisor•

Whether the tests are sub

•

objective; the reaulta or grades will be indicativ of the

• grasp of tbt subject aatter but w ill not predict the final

use of the •terial in an actual problem in the work atmosphere.

Another

method i• the use of questionnaire forms which a re distributed
• to the
trainees.

This method falls short of being reliable because tha trainee

-

,

may not be interested in the training program and his evaluation will

be critical without factual basis. Dependence upon any one individual's
evaluation of training is not as adequate as two or more evaluations of
the performance of a supervisor subsequent to the training program.
Another problem confronting
•

the training evaluator is the time e1e

...

meat between
the training and the use of the training in a performance
•
situation.

T his necessitates the full u I e of the kind of follenr-up

evaluation which in a majority of the c0111panies
adequate.

•tu.died is wholq in•

CHAPTEi I
II'

THE

sumVISOl 'S

JOB AND T

INING

Introduction

•

Before conaid ring the probl•• of
effect

•valuating t raining ae it

• the performance of a supervisor, we

at look at (1) the aspect•

of a superviacr' a job, and (2) the determination of training objective•

•

to improve the perfonance of the supervi or.

With a ba I ic understanding

• trainin g ia

of what area• within the auperrlsor•• position th

•

dir eted, the eval

to be

tion of the training to improve the performance vithin

the area• selected will be esore apparent and useful.
This chapter
deals with a review or supervisory responaibilitiea
•

•

and characteristics and with a aurv J of

sup• rvi sor:,

T rr aining Principle•

and Techniques.

nI fining

t he Supe rvisor•s Job

1· here are at least four groupa which ma, be u aed to define the

..

supervisory position.

These include (1) u pp er levels of line

•nd researchers, (8) the super-,'ieora th selves,
the people in th• supervi•ory unit. In thia aection presenta

nt, (2) consultant•
and (4)

tion will be given to the d efinition of groupe 1, 2, 3 and 4.
will be

lla1'a g •-

•

•

An att apt

de to synthesise the variou1 appro
• chea, alKi to eatabli8 h baaic

..

reaponaibilitie1 of the first line

•upervisor.

'

5
Definition by Upper Levell of Line Management
George D. Halsey gives some insight into the thinking of line
executives when r porting a research finding resulting from a question•
naire sent to sixty-tlree companies.
the

in responsibilitiet of their

The executives were asked• to list

•up rviaors.

The ranking in import

anc.e of the principl• superviso. ry responsibiliti es waa:

1

1.

Job Instruction Training
2. Production Control
s. Cost Control
,. Handling Gri evanc ••
5. Health and Safe't¥
6. Hiring and Firing
7. Plant Housekeeping
e. Record•

9.
10.
11.

Mathoda and iurk Si nplificati on
Job Analysis
Explaining Company
Policies
•

There is no indication of time spent in each area.

H lsey, in additi on,

reports another descrlpt ive list of the duties of a supervisor 1
1.

lhllilan Relations
•
a. Selection

b. Ind\lction

c.
d.
••
f•
g.
h.
2.

Training
Rating and Reco ending
Correction and Discipline
Grievances
Morale
•
Developing an Assistant

Work Production
•• Control of Quality and Quantity
b. Control of Coats
c. Suggesting and Improving M thode

¼orge D. Halsey, Selecting and Develop•ing First-Line Supervisors,
Harper and Brothers, Nev York, 1955,pp. 89-40,.

6

3.

Accident Prevent ion

4.

Supplies and Equipment

5.

Record Keeping

6.

Compliance with Labor
• Laws

7.

Carrying out Provisions of the Union Contract

8.

Working wit h Other Departnents.

Thia s ta te• en t of dutie s is a composite of th
tions, according to Halsey.
depar ·

views of mey crgania•

Presumab]¥ it reflects th

th inking of' staff

nts as well as of line executives.

A lthough
passing

1

t his

and in

list of supervisory du ties is vecy broad a nd encom•

•a outlined in the supervisors job description,

many cas

it is interest ing

to

no te that

any staff departmen ts assist in the

fu lfillmen t of the supel"visor• s responaibiliti. e s in per fo
composite list

if

fully attained

line supervisors.

Thia

represent the epitome of f irst

The partial fulf illment of these responsibilities

perforance may be a tt ained
in rel.a tion to

would

nee.

t he

t hrougJi training

by

and performance evalua tion

tra ining program, but co mplete fulfillment is a

u topian goal of supervisory development.
Defini tion by Researchers
One of the

reported by

Milt on Mandell

a study of more

1Ibid•

oat exhaustive

pp.

t han

850

and

studies of aupervisory

2
Pauline Duokworth.

supervisors

ac t ivities is

The report swumarisea

over a p riod of 108 daya

am

84-39.

2Milton M,. Mandell and Pauline Duckworth, "An Object ive Scruti� of'
the Supervisor• Job•, S e 1ection of Manage•nt Per onnel, Ed.ited Assoc•ia
tion, (New Yorks 1957), Vol.
pi):' 84-91,

1,

7

include• 4,988 activities. Table I preeents the detailed finclinga ob
. tainecl in interviewa, observation 8 , an d reports.

BREAKDOWN OF SUPEI.VISOJrl ACTIVITIES
Aotivitiee

Nature of Activi:tl

�.L

Assigning job ••••••••'•••••••••••••• •
Planning for, obtaining, aintaining,

789

and allocating quipmmit and
materials •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 566
•
Reviewing employees•
work
for
quality
•
and quantity, and instructing and
correcting workers
in these two
•

respects ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1669
Control and use of physical environ•
m nt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 96
Keeping records •••••••••••·•••••••••• 498
Scheduling work •••••••·•••••·•••••••• 941
14
D vising Improve•nta ••••••·•·•••••••
Receiving training, including staff
34
conferences •••••••••••••••••••••••
Exercising personnel re pon ib ilities
of th
upervisor •••••••••••••••••• 309
72
Iaproving human relati ons

•

•

•

•

TOTAL

Time

16

8

ll

10

ss

87

2
10
19

1,
18

1

4

6
1

6
1

(•)

1

1

...•.....••• ----------4988

99 ..

100

TABIE I
The stu(\y further found that the supervisor a devoted thirty-nine
percent of their time in dealing vi.th subordinat e, while the remaindef'

•

of their employee contact time w s spread
officials, colleagues and others.

ong supervisor s, staff

•

Twenty•• ven peremt of their tiM

was devot d to non-peraonal contact in such activities as record
keeping, report writing and reading.

•I.eaethm•

The report make• considerable

8
reference to two other studie s which tend
• to validate the finding••
These studies are identifie d as "A Study of the Critical. Re quirelDNlta
of Foreman•hip" by R. B. i'inkle, a doctoral dissertation abstract for
the Univeraity of Pittaburgh, and the Wataon allogher study.
Ac$ivitiea and Behavior of
•
Production Supervision

The general conclusions dram irom the ae projects are t

• of

1.

Moet activitie
to production.

2.

Supervisors have to work on any different thinga,
rith JIWI¥ different people , spending brief period1
on and with each.

a.

8 upervis ors

are direct4' related

Supervi1ors are not required to write or read sch,
they have to 1i ten and ta lk. 1

From.
may be derived a need to use objectiw
• these general conclusions
••
criteria in evaluating the performance of the su,ner vi sors responsibilities.
Such objective criteria including production and employee relation

• are

important to r8 late supenrisory performance to the activities and behl vior
of production supervision .
Definition by Employees
•
As might be

8 u spected,

whEn e mployees are given an opportunity to

desc-ribe what they consider to• be good foremanship, tha ir viewpoint
departs con!lid.erabl.y from that <£ nmiage

n t as they are likelf to

C
view the supervilor' • position as they feel they should be treated

rather than to think in terms of th

-

1xbid, p. 90.

functional responsibilitu,a.

9
This conclusion is berne out by a research project performed among

•

110 hourly paid production work rs in thr e diff rent companies in

-

Boston.

The three companies had different industrial relations environ-

n ts; one was strict, on

of thea

project

lax and

the

oth r well balanced.

In spite

variations t here was amazing similarity i n the responsea •
conclud

d thats

l. Employees expect

justice, courte•y

and

consideration.

2.

The f or

s.

The foreman mst know his

4.

The forenan mus t have control
his work group.
• over
•

5.

The foreman

an must be teehniea.lly eo petent.

6. The fore
7.

Thi •

an

•

en• s perfo

ance.

st be straightforward and decisive.

is

expected

to avoid
ove r-familiarity.
•

The fore an should help the employees to attain their
goals , e conomie and soei al. 1
Definition by Supervi aor

In a prior study of

the Supervisor's Definition by the Continental

Can COllpany, a position <pestionnaire was
passed out to all first level supervision.
their

re apon aibilities and

time spe nt on each.

activitie

utilised.

thia form waa

They were asked to define

and to

give an

indication of the

While the forms we re not all returned, or uniformly

completed, they are indicative of the view held by tb
visors of their own position.

co pany'

• su

•

r•

From the po ition questionnaire, the position aa described by 6'1

company

supervisors includes,

1naniel M.. Colyer, "T he Good Foreman - .As His Men See Him,"
Hana ement, (Nev Yorks American Manage nt Association,
r vi•
lo
ra
,
Oc ober
7) Vo • II, No. 11, PP• 2-9.
Su

10
1.

Communication

with
b. Meetings with

2.

a.

Meetings

c.

Meetings with other departments

Inspection and

Control

a.

Quality

b.

Rate of production

c.

Job layout

d.

••

Equipment maintenance

g.

Job t ickets

r.

h•
3.

subordinates
superior

Reports of production
Spoilage
tJork progre ss

Organisation

am

Planning

a. Make work assignments
b. Assign matet"ial and space
c.

Production sched,. uling

d.

Next day• s work

••

Methods i.mproveant

f•

Stock for jobo

4. Record Keeping
••
b.
c.

d.

Vacations, seniority and other personnel. items
Requisition labor
Production reports

Pass out pay

50

Grievan"e Handling and Labor Relations

s.

In truct and Supervis e Workers

•

It is interesting to note the various approa ches.

Upper manageMnt

and staff departments are prone to define the supervisory positi on

...
"1lJi&getent
function, researchers and co nsultants in precise

time

as a

and duty

elements with consideration to the multiple nature of the job, while
employees

will normally describe the

positi on in teraa of their personal

ll
goals.

The supervisors, on the other hand, are apt to describe their

job as

• production function with little emphasia on

their employee

relations r esponsibilities.
Other Considerations
Spriegel divid s the supervisor• s job into fu nctional. ar-eas,
planning, organizing, and activating or operating.

l

There is a detailing

•

of the e areaa.

Milon Brom also gives an exhaustive list of duties and responsibil•
ities for supervisors, but categorizea the li t into four areaac
Planning joba, using e.uthori\y' properly, pa8 aing informat ion, and
getting result

through people. 2

In the Ma·ndell project, higher level. supervisors were asked what
they regarded as the most important duties of first•le.vel supervision
and what differences there were in the behavior of good and poor aupeF•
visors.

They responde d that the

ost i portant duties were (1) planning

work to meet schedules, (2) training workers, and (3) getting along
well w ith their men.

In regard to the behavior of good and• poor super

visors, the weakneHes and strengths were as f ollowa, 8
Most Co on Faults of SuperviI ors

1. Insufficient trade knowledge
20

Tenda to be argumentative

lwilliam R. Spriegel, Edward Spriegel and Williu ll. Spriegel .,
Element• _!?! Supervbion, (2nd IMitions New Yorke 1957) pp. 2-s.
(Nev

2Milon Brown, Effective Supervision, The Macmillan Co PIUlJ t
Yorks 1957) P• '•

•

3Mandell and Duckworth, Selection � Manag ment Personnel, P• 89•

12

a.

Is critical of chang••

4. Is lax in discipline

s.

6•
7.

a.
9•

Lacks initiative
Doesn • t meet deadlines
Lacks patience
Does little t raining
Becomes exoitable and unnerved under stress

Favorable Factors for Supervisor•
1.
2.

a.

4.

s.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Has all•around knowledg o f trade
Cooperates wh n changes are nee d.,.d
Requi re little supervisi on
Is industrious, interested in work
Meets deadlines
Plans and o rganise 8 work well

•

•

•

Continually inoreas s in trade knowledge
Continually se ks improvemen t a in methods
Is respected by his
n
Keeps superio r inform ed on work iro greas
Trains men w 11
Is honest and straightfonard
Has a sense of humcr

•

Syn the sis of the Various Approaches
On the basis of the previous explanation and examination of the
•
lists of responsibilities, some of tb
basic elemen ts of the supervisory

task a.re,
1.

Managerial or A. inistrative - to includ e the broad

functions of planning, organizing and controlling in

•

the t chnical sense.

2.

a.

Production Reaponaibilities - measure d, generally,
qualitatively, and cost-vise.
People Handling Responsibilities • dealing with the
broad aspects of llotivation, discipline, grievances,
etc.

18
'•

Com.unicationa • including i nstructing, or dering,
training, questioning, interp retation of policy
and procedure, e tc•

Eet abliahing the Basic Respona ibilitiea
The writer ii o• f the opinion that a valid synthesis of the signi.,.
ficant aspec ts seem to be contained in Continental Can Company Performance
Appraiaal forma which includeas

1. Tectmic al knowledge of the position, he ii to
supervise.

2.

Personal attribute•
a.
b•
c.

Intelligence
Judgment
Creativiv

e.
f.
g.
ho
i.

Maturity (emotional)
Initiative
Alllbition
Enthuaia•
Cooperativenea1

d. Per sonality

a.

4.

Knowledge in particular areas, other than precise
job knowledge
a. Management principle 1
b. Company policy
c. The labcr contract
d. Human nature
e. Product
•
f. Mot ivation
Satisfactory
attitudes
•
a.
b.
c.
de

e.
f.

Respect for authority
Loyalty to manage11111t
Loyalty to •ployeea
Desire and willingneH to learn
Willingnes s to accept reapona ibili�
Safety, cost and quality

5. Abilitiet and akilla

•• Ccamunicati on akill
b. Ability to or
• ganize
c. Ability to plan
d. Abi lity to cont rol
•• Ability to litten
•

.

14

r.

g.
h.
6.

Ability to cooperate
•
Ability to make deciaiona
Ability to delegate

Satiafa ctoey hi.atory

The i tema under eaoh of the abov

•

indicatiw rath r than exhaustive.

•

c:ategori s are meant to be

There are recor ds of other liets.

For example, the Arm.co Steel Corpcration lists tventy-three per sonal

,
qualificatiDna
for supervis ory aelection.1

Shavinigan Water and Power

2
Company uses a list of behavior traits which totals ninety-nine ite11a.
Halaey suggests a list of qualities he would ae
personnel.

in eupGrviaory

0
He
baaea his choice upon two considerationa 1

includ• d in a

Ill&jority

(1) they weN

fl lists studied by him, and (2) they are subject

to measurement with reasonable accuracy by means of te 8 ta, ob I ervation
1

or interviews. 3

•

He expresses the b elief that such qualities, wh n

possessed, are significant in predicting the success of a potential

•upervisor.

He cites the f ollowing extensive list of qualities,

l.

Motivati on, ambition and family backing

2.

Health and energy
Personal appe.ar&t1Ce
Persuasiveness, including enthusiasm, tact and convincing
manner
FriendlineH and willingnes to help people vi th their
problems

s.

4.
5.
6.

Ability to teach

7. Initiative, including courage, self-confidence, de
cisiveness, and constructive inventivene 1

1willillll J. Saunders, Jr., "Armco Steel Corporation," Selection of
Management Personnel, Edited by Jos eph Dooher and Elisabeth Mart1ng, blew Yorks American Mana ement .Association, 1957), p. 264.

-

2Deryck Adamson, "Shawini.gan Water and Power Company,• ibid, pp. 90-93.
8ttalaey, Selecting� Developing First-Line Supervisors, pp. 42-53.

15

a.

Thoroughnesa

9. Cooperativeness, including respect for authority
10. General intelligence (learning a bility and problan
solving a bility)

11.

Language facility

12.

Judgment regarding human relations in industry

13..
14.
15.
16.

Mechanical co prehension

Job knowledge and skill

Self-improvement on own initiative
motional maturity and control

In a pamphlet published by

the Unite d States Government, 1upervisory

qualifications are suggested as including learning ability and such
p ersonal characteristics as
bility, liking

etc. 1

ness,

•

emotional mturity, self-confidence, flexi•

of peopl , warmth in relationships with people, persuaaive

Although Halsey feels these qualities are measurable to a reasonable
degree by teats,
study

observations, and interviews, it is the purpose of thia

to delineate only objective criteria which aay be measured through

performance appraisal. M� of
• the qualities cited in these studies are
to be use d in t he secondary purpose of evaluation which
• is t o point out
trouble

spots or substandard perfcrriance not found in the basic respon

sibilities but w hich may effect performance in

Synthesis of Responsibilities and
From the

the basic responsibilities.

Characteristics

lists of responsibilities, characteristics, qualities. and

attitudes of the first line supervisor, it is possible now to standardize
the areas of perfcrmance which will serve as the basis for the evaluation
1selecting Supervisor•, Personnel Methods Series No. 2; Revised

Edition, United States Civil Service Co111111ission, (Washington, D.C.: 1956)
pp. 9-12.
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of training prograa.

•

Th following lists of responsibilities and

characteristics are used in Performance Evaluation by the Continental

•

Can Comp&J\Y t Incorporated, and tend to fulfill the objective crit ria
for training evaluation,

1. Perfor nee of Responsibilities
a.

Employee relations

b. Maintenance
c. Quality
d• Production
e. Inventory
r. Costa

General Characteristic•
•

2.

a.

Cooperation

Initiative.
Ambition
d• Decisiveness
be
C♦

••

r.

Self-control
Dependability

i.

Job
• knowledge

1.

Delegation

g. Manner
h. Self-expression

j. Plane/and organize
k. Self improvement

•

In Chapter IV the use of' the above r sponsibilities and characte r
istios in an appraisal form will be di 8 cussed as a met hod of evaluating
training.

These lists of (1) Basic Responsibilities and (2) General

Characteristic• , a re indicative of th e responsibilities and qualities
us�d for performance appraisal both by Continental Can Company and the
Bendix Corporation.
Although the uae of the ba&ic responsibilities aa
•
listed is

•ssential for standard

performance appraisal, the use of

General Characteristics will vary d ependent upon the use to which the

•

evaluation i intended.

The characteristics used will reflect in the

total evaluation only as they e ffect basic performance responsibilities.

·,,

�
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Analysing and Determining Training Needs

.

•

The proper and accur a te detennina tion of training ne ds for any
given group is not always an easy task.

-

However, there are several

nt training

approaches to this i portant phase of supervisory and mam.ge

•

•

•

that should be most car fully considered as a m ans of delin ating ob•
jeotive training aaterial.
a.

Top executives in an organization are usually well
aware of some of the inadequacies of their sub•
ordinates.

b.

Th superviaory group itself may f el the n!I ed for
additional knowledge and info
'tion
• in c rtain
areaa of responsibility.

c.

Certain tests,. surveys, questionnaires, etc. have
been designed to enable us to pin-point supervisory
and managem nt needs.

d.

•

•

•

•

Performance records of both individual• and groups
help us determine th course and direction that
our training programs should take to a chieve
effectiveneas.1

Whatever approach we use, th

• end result of our efforts is

to deter

ine where tha greatest weakne ses exis t so that we can combat them with
information a nd knowledge gathered from e xperienc

in l ike s ituations.

Below are examples of questions posIJd by the Bendix Corporation.
1.

•

Does it s • • as if your supervi90r I ar unaware fl
the high cost of waste, scrap and rework?
Are they conscious of what they can do to
r duce costs?
Are they invested with the philosophy of
continuous cost control as a regular and
integral part of their jobs?

•

2.

Are your s upervisors unable to co unicate downward;
in other words, are they unapproachable by sub

ordinates?

l
Organisational De�IIloPl!lent, In<llstrial Relations Departinent ,
Continental Can Ccmpany, Inc. (October 1958).
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s.

Are any of your supervisors failing to communicate
upward?
Are they doing a poor
• job of kee ping management
informed?

4. Are your supervisors handicapped by their inadequate
planning?
Are things being taken care of in th8 department
in a more-or-less hit-or..is I basis and wo uld it
help to show the supervisor how he can
• achieve
effectiveness by IIore adequate planning?

s.

Are your supervisors spending too much ti e on some
duties and neglecting others?
In scheduling his ow n work, does he know vtat
steps to tak in order to keep important job1
from being del�ed because of attention to less
important duties?

•

6.

Do your supervisors fail to enforce plant rules?

7. Are your supervisors soatimes indifferent to employee
attitude 1?
Do they sometimes fail to correct worker mis•
understanding of coD pany policies and practices?
Are they failing to understand the importance of
the worker as an individual?
0

a. Are they failing to properly or adequately instruct
new workers?

•

...

Are th y doing the best possible job of breaking
in workers both old anrt new?
, ,.
Do they realize the importance
of effective
job
•
instruction?

...
9. Are any of your supe rvisors wea k in maintaining
the
highest possible I tandarda of workmanship and pro
ductivity?
10. Are any of your supervisors completely satisfied vith
th kind of job they are doing?

•

•

Ar they "coasting" or ar e they taking step•
to prepare for a better job and m.ore responsibility?1

-

1Management M

o, Industrial Relations Department, Bendix Corporation.
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Although these questiona
may be used in determining training ob
•
jectives, it is not the purpose of this study to pursue the answers of
such questions.

..

•

However of primary interest is to asc rtain throul h

•

the objective training evaluation, if the t raining objectiv a established
on the basis fl such questions have been attained subsequent to the
training program.

..

After it has been determined that training is needed to better
41 by the foregoing questions,
performance, aa i t is suggested
it is

necessary to understand the methods of establishing a realistic training
program to insure attainment of the training objectives.

.

Therefore, we

may be interested in examining some� the components of a satisfactory
training progr••
lumplea of Some of the Generally Accepted
Principle• of Supervisory and Management
Development Training Progrmns

1. A syateaatic planned approach to the development of personnel

..

is preferable to hit-and-miss, nonetru.etured, trial.-and...error
experiences or so-called "development by a bsorption."

2. People who demonstrate
outstanding achievemnt on their present
"
jobs usually are good risk• for
• promotions and f urther devel
opment.

..

So

Good people are apt to develop best in a work cliate which
offers understanding leadership, challenging work opportunities,
•
and high demands on
preI!ent competence .,

4.

Subordinates whotte immedia te super iors are growing in compet
•
C
ence
• and maturity give better work performance than subordinate•
whose immediate superiors are "atatic•.

5.

Supervisors who are c oncerned about the growth and development
of their aubordina.
• tea tend to accelerate their own developmnt.

6.

Some types of training are more effective than others • that
"th more nearly the learning ai tuation is identical to the
operating si tuation, the more effective the learning process.
•
is apt to be"•

•
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7.

s.

s.

•

The•• ployee•cent red" manager is mora likely to have a
supervisory work group characterized by f lexibili1;y, high
moral•, and above-average work performance.
The most dominant factor in the growth climate of a super•
visor is the kind of leadership!!!! imm diate supervisor
givea him.
The individual• a concept of himself and his potential is a
highly significant factor in his d evelopmental progress.1

Understanding the Principle• of
Supervisory Training Programs

'

We have s een that the principles we have just discussed conceming
certain practices in Supervisory Training Programs bring forth many
questions.

The answers to these question will be important to a healtey

evolution of our concept of supervisory development.

It is a primary

concern of all t hose who have any reaponsibili'\f whatsoever for the
development of personnel to continue to throw a critical light on the

-

following questionat
1.

Ia supervisory perfor nee reallf les a satisfactory in a
"work-cent red" clina te than it is in an "employee-c ntered"
climate?

2.

Can top -.nag •nt expect to get improvement in the effeotive•
n sa of its down-the-line 9 uperviaion after policy-m.akug
changes hav b en initiated at the top?

s.

•

• •

What effect does a formal prognu1 for the developmnt and
training of personnel have on the pro otability of people
in supervisory or management jobs? Doe a it increase the
probability of pro otion fro vi thin?

•

4.

•

What an the r lationships between an "employee-cent ered"
leaderahi:p in a work group and the development of personnel
within the wo rk group? How important is good leadership
to the ubord.inates who want to get ahead in the orgeniza•
tion?

\tanagement Memo, Central Industrial Relation• Dept., Bendix Corp.

.
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s.

Which MthodI of development and t raining
• used by super
visors produc the gr atest
results in equippiJc •ployees
'
for promotion?

6.

Are there any significant relationships between pre aent je>b
performance and prcaotabili ty? Training me1bods and pro
motability?1

•

Training of Supervisory Personnel

..

•

From the prec ding analyaia, one -.y co nclude the re are at least
two reasons for fo1101ring the selection process with a t raining prograa

.

which include• concepts
othe r than job experience:
'

(1) To strengthen

the s upervisor in the performance of basica re9 ponsibilit�••• and (2) To

..

infora
of new information and techniques in supervisory
•
• t he supervisor
functions.

.

...

The proce

of d9 terminin

•

•

training ne ds involves evaluation of

the s upervisor again t acceptable performance standards.

•

The tools

for gath9 ring information on p rfonnance include observation, in ter

•

views, a pplication blAJ;lks, tes ts, rating scales, sup rior' s lmowledge,

the man himself, conferences
• and performance appraisal.
The areas in which supervisors should be trained are those directly

•

determinable
fro the job description and job specification• and include
•
•
job knowledge, management principles, people handling skills and attitudes.
These are aa are selected to conform vi th the improvement of performance

..

in basic a reaa of
• supervisory reaponsibility.

The Procesa of Evaluation and Training
Af ter one has decided upon what the position is, what its speci

•

ficati ons are and th n a s tandard method of

•

ppraisal, the next st p ia

\tanage nt Memo, Central Industrial Rela tions Dept., Bendix Corp.
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to • alre an evaluation of the supervisors qualifications against the
specifications. 'fhere are many devices for doing this, some of which
are quite oomplex.1

The following table, though simple, servI s an illustrative purpose
of indicating the relationahip between 8 pecifications, qualification,
and training. Ttds

.

thod of rating applicants is used in Continental

Can Company Incorporated s a tool in selection.
A.

( Required and if
not possessed than
no further consider
ation.)

Qualificati ons To Be Made
Possessed by Man Up By
I . tr
Training
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

- -

Specifications 2

Intelligence
Creativity

Judgant

Personality
Good Work Record

X

(MDl I REJECDD)

B.

(Desired byt not
crucial as a train•
ing program can be
utilized.)

Knowledge of co. Policy
Abi li-t, to ComJl'aUlioate
Labor Contract Knowledge
Econcmio Knovle dge
Knowledge
of Management
•
Principles
Ability to Handle People

X
l

I
X
X
I

TABLE 2

This relationship is pointed out in a publication of the United
States Civil Service Commissi on• as suggested

by

the statement below:

The attack en bad supervision must be made on three
fronts if it is to be successful. Good supervisory
selection is salient, but if not supported by good.
euperviaoey training ••• it will be substanti&.lly
1see, for example, Dooher and Marting, Selection .2,! Management
Personnel, Vol. II, Chapters 9 and 10.

•

2.rhe specific tions are asawn d for pui,poae of illustration only.
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nullified.

On the other hand, giving good 1upervi1ory

training to those who lack the personal qualities and
abilitiea needed by supervisor ia as futile as watering
a arden wher nothing is planted.1

•

There are
tt-y

that

are applicable

degree of

ment

accuracy

Training

.

no generally accepted uniform
or

tomaasuring specific results (at

reliability) of the

Prograu now in

to look far result

operation.

and

objectives have be n

out

to

what

various

'

reached

the

l east

with

Supervisory and

However,

• in this ar a of performance, and

cumbent on Manage nt to de t•rmiue

in indua

ways or standards

induatry ia

any

Manage

beginning

it is the refore in

degree to which certain goals

••

and to interpret progr s

extent the Supervisory
and Manage nt Develo
•

by finding
•

nt Program

ia beginning to ...
1. Improve technical performance of individual people .
2. Improve the leadership of our s upervisor s in the direction
of better delegation and better assignments.

s.

•

I prove

nt cooperation.

i.nter-depar

4.

Correct individual personalitJ weaknesses that have a-eted
as barriers to a
n•s g rowth and progress.

5.

Attract and hold good me n in the company.

6.

Provide recognj.tion for good work that might otherwiH
be overlooked.

7.

At each management level, provide an avanne s of
a
potential that exists ift the l evels blow.

s.
9.

•

ti.

Increase the c ompetitive spirit of ubordinates and thus
encourage them to qualify fGr consideration when promoti
on•
•
and new appointmen t I are being made •
Illpl ent a sound promotion-fro -within policy by pointing
up the d velof)l!lllnt
pers-0nnel to the immediate and long
"range needs of the company�

•

or

1selecting Su2ervi ors, United States Civil Service Co

ssion, P• 2.
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lo.

Decrease the numb8 r of indispensable men, both in present
poa itions and in back-up jobs.

11.

Increase the v:• rItatility of peopl

12.

Uncover and correct organizational problem s.

13.

Broadan key men in midcll.e management positions.

14.

Clarify and sharpen job descriptions t o provide mare specific
standards of quality,
•quantity, and safety in supervisory
"
job perfonnano •

•

• and 118.k• it

to use the• more flexibly in new assignments.

possible

..

•

15.

R.ed.uce the f re que ncy of "crises" and "emergencies" through
planning a nd anticip tion of nee ds ahead of time in the
selection and promotion of people.

16.

Pa ve the way for sound judg111ent and fair treatnent in the
severance of e111ploy nt of incompetent employees.

17 •

•

1
Increase work group morale •

SUMMllY
In the foregoing chapter a review of the supervisor•• jd> arid respon
sibili tiea was presented.

From the li ts of responsibilities and char

acteristics of supervisors submitted by researchers,

•mployeea,
•

and super•

visors, a synthesis of ba sic respons ibilitie s and general chara.9teristic1

found in the Conti nental Can Company Incorporated•s organizational devel•
opment appraisal forms were suggested as the ba sis for supervisory training
evaluation

•

to be discuss d in Chapter IV.

•

With the supervisors job and responsibi lities outlined the que tion
of training objectives and trainin g programs was discussed.

Although

• text of the first chapter can be used to

the questions presented in th

-

determine training objectives

and t raining programs, it is necesaary

to rem ber that the applicability of
• using such an approach sy be de•

1wanagemnt Memo, Cen tral Induetrial Relations Dept., Bendix Corp.
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pende nt upon thI total organizational
objective s •
•

The qu.eations pre

sented are guides which ay be used in establishing training criteria.

Therefor• , with an understanding of supervisory responsibility

and a basis for establishing training procedures, the evaluation of

•

the trcining through performance ppraisal. in the basic reaponsi bilitie•

..

was outlined.

CHAPTER II
PURPOSES OF EVAUJATION
In this chapter a review of the purposes of evaluation will be
pra sented.

• of the literature found in

This revi.ew is illustrativ

education, psychology, and buainess applicable to industrial
viaory

super ..

training and development programa.

Many articles pertaining to training evaluat ion

•

have become more

frequent in recent y ars in the Journal � .!!:!_ American Society !?!_

Training Directors. Managers and training men are becoming more aware
of the neceasity to evaluate the training pro grams.
approaches and techniques to evaluate trainin g

Thu• we see many

in the literatur••

This chapter begins with t he urposes of e valuation followed by
principles
of evaluation developed from the literature.
•

After the

•

• set forth, the techniques of
evaluation are discussed in detail. Th chapt r concludes with teoh.
•
. evaluation outlined in chart form.
niq_uea of
steps in the evaluative iroc ss ar

Tyler, well lmown for his research and writing in evalua ti.on, and
whoa

• work often s rvea as a basia for

later authors in the area of

evaluation, lists aix basic purposes of evaluation.
Paraphrased they
'I,

area

1.

To make a periodic check on the effectiveneaa of the
program thus indicating the points where improve•nt
in tbe program is necessary.

2.

To validate the hypothesis upon which the training
departmnt operates.

26

•

In so e cases the hypothesis

27

a.

is not valid and the organization continues for
years in less than the most effective

manner.

To provid• information basic• to the effective
guidance of individual students (managers).
There it a na d to find out where he is pro
gressing and where having difficultie II o

•

4. To provide a certain psychological security to
the education staff, the students and parents
(the managers and their supervisors).
5. To provide a sound basis for public relations.
Many critic isms can be met and turned into con•
structive cooperation if concrete evidence of
•
accmpliehments is available.
6.
• To help both education staff and managerII to
clarify their purposes and see more concretely'
the directions in which they are moving. Defi•
nition of results sought serves to g1_1id the
effort• of both teacher and leamer. 1
Schwartz and Tiedeman explain th purposes of evaluation also in
a broad sense, yet applicable to moat situations.
Evaluation can be used by the adJ!linistr&torr
1.

v

To gather data upon which an appraisal of the
entire school (training department) can be
based.

2. to study the effectiveness of instruction.

s.

To provide necessary data for appraisal of
curriculum offerings. (educati on program
offerings)

4. To furnish data f<r public relations purposes.
(To justify the training department)
v

5. To secure data to base reco endation• for
additional needs.

a.

1

•

To get a gros eaaure o f teaching effective
ness. (conference leader effectivenese)

-

R.alph H. Tyler, ttGeneral State•nt of Evaluation•, Journal of
Educational Research, (No. 7J 1942), Volo XXV, pp. 492-494•
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7.

To encourage the s taff in se lf appraisal.

s.

To develop a continuous pattern of action reaearcb.

(Selected items, paraphrased from Schwarts and Tiedeman)
A final exposition desirable
uation is one by Boro1ag••

1

for inclusion on the purposes of eval•

This is somewhat similar in content to the

writings cited above but ie significant in that it relates evaluation
purposes directly

✓

to the training field.

1.

"The chief purpose of evaluation ia to validate
the total approach to training that is used in
the organization.

2.

"The s econd purpose is to• determine whether con
tent in a training progr
is functional.

s.

"Th• third purpose ia to deterai.ne needed modi£i
cations in instructional
thod.
"The fourth purpose
• ia t o provide greater psyehol.o
gical security and oral to the staff responsibla
for train ing both individually and collectively•

•

s.

"The fifth purpose is to provide information basic
to effective guidance in an individual development
program. Only as we appraise individual achieve
. nt are w e in a posi tion to plan additional ill•
prov
n t.

6.

"The sixth purpoe of evalmt ion ia to
sound basis for public relation,.

provide a

7.

"Tm

•

...

•

seventh purpose is to exam.ine the xtent to
which financial resources have b en used effective1y.•2
•

Harris, in the Encyclopedia � Educational R esearch, outlines a
number of general principles of e valuation that seem worth noting here.

1

Alfred Schwarts and Stuart C. Tiede n, Evaluating Student Progress
_!! _!!!! Seconda,q: School, (New Yorks 1942) PP• XI., 550.
Progresa Reports Michigan Vocational
Education
•
•
Evaluation Project - Quarterly Report", (East Lansing, Michiganr June so,
2Lawr nee Boroaa e,
i

1959).

11
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In essence

they a res

(a) Evaluation offers the greatest potential bene

fit if it is conducted over a period of time, if it i
buil t-in part of the total training process .
concerned with results rather than

•

and
• continuous
•

a

(b) Evaluati on should be

•ffort or en ra expended.

apprai sal ia usually b tter than evaluation by outsiders.

(c) Self
timee a

So

e-ombination of self and outside appraisal. is still better.

(d) Every-

one concerned should be involved in evaluation, and (e) Evaluation should
be multi-dimensional a• well as multi-level in the arrival at oonclusions.1
In the implementation of the above principles and addin

others in

a cooperative evaluation research proj I ct of vocational education in

•

Michigan, Boros a ge lists th following principle• of evaluation serving

as guides for direction of the project. While the report concern, itself
with an evaluation of vocational education, the principle• neverth leis
seem applicable to most any cooperative or team type of research.
1.

"A cooperative evaluation r•search project 11U t have
plans built into it to help those affected learn
valuation theory and iractice.
•

2.

"A cooperative evaluation research project must be
multi-level and nulti -diansional te include all
levels and f acets of the vocational education
structure since all lev ls and facets impinge
upon each other.

s.

*A cooperativ
e e valuation research iro ject to be
••
maximally effective JJN&t involve all individual•
to b8 affected.

4.

".A cooperative evaluation research project as tho
name iapli s considers tha t self-appraisal. is more
effective th n appraisal of outsiders, although a
c011bination of both is frequently better.

•

1

chester w. Harris, Editor, and others, EncycloJ>!di&
of Educational
•
·
Research, (New York, June 1960) �• XXIX 156'.

ao

s.

"A cooperative evaluation research projeut• must be
undergirded by an experimental point of vi••�

6.

"A cooperative e valuation rese arch project ie con•
cemed with the effect ivenass of means employed to
achieve the ends•

1.· •A cooperative evaluation rB sea rch project ha site
genesis in the educational objectives and belief a
ba ed upon t he needs of contemporary occup ational
cOllplex and the ne e ds of the learner•.

a.
9.

"A cooperative evaluation research projec t muet
emp loy a combinat ion of evaluativ instruments
and techniques appropriate for the objectives
be ing a ppraiaed.

•

.

...
"A cooperative evaluation
research project must be
characterised by frankness, sec:rit y and freedom
from suspicion, thre at or fear•.•

• offered by ·Belman

Soae last p•oints in the pre1ent discussion ar
and Remmers as basic principle• of

0 valuat ion

.

that ought to
' be observed.

The authors are s p eaking primarily of industrial and
• business training,

• principles couid •have wider app lication.

yet it is interesting that thes
1.

"Programs based upon specific meds can be most easily
t poin t is tha t
evaluated." Here Belman and
• Re
• DI era·

training in such things as waste and accident reduction,
housekee ping, quality improvement and the like c an be
more easily measured than
• training aimed at bringing
about "attitude change•.

Thia touchea upon one of the

questions cl the present 8 tudya
ness of mmag e. . nt progrus deai
"attitude chan I •••

•

laorosage, •Progr as Rep ort", p. 1.

mea suring the effective
ed to bring abo ut
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2.

"It

is difficult to evaluate long•range training progr1111s,"

that is, it is usual:cy, more workable to separate a prograa
into short units each of which can be e valuated right after
completion."

a.

"It ia desirable to establish

control groups to make training

• •

significant." While this is not alway po aible,

evaluation

Bel.man and Ranmer1 encourage this technique to enable the
evaluator
••

to have a basis for comparison.

"Variables should be isolated and taken into consideration."

Thia is necessary 8 o that the evaluation will be as accurate
as

•

possible.

nize

•

"It it important," say the authors,
"to recog
•

that th e results of any training activity can be more

easily ident ified if the evaluation is concentrated on a
specific aspect whe n it is
have been

s.

e vident that irrelevant el ements

ranoved or have been taken into account."

•
"Evaluation req uires clear-cut operational
definitions of the

•

pUl"po ea of the trai ning activity." Without thia "••• it is
very difficult to place any measurement of worth on the pro
gram or the

results."

6. "Evaluation may be an in f ormal activity." After stressing
evaluation, heretofore, as a f<ral organized activity;
Belman and Remmers depart and mention that the evalua tion
•
doesn't always
may be
a

h�ve to be formal. Opinions and attitude•

obtained through interviews and other contacts of

•ore casual nature and are

alao of evaluative value.
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7.

"Prov iaion should be made for evaluation during the planning
8 tages

of t raining
• progr ma."

The caution here is th at

ev aluation should no t be thou g h t of as a n appendage at the
end of a program.

This leads to

elman and ReJlllleJ"S next

poin t.

s.

"Evaluation should be continuous, syste atic and com.pr e hensive"
v1 th r e aul ts embracing a 11 phasee of a program.

9.

And last, " esults of the evaluation should be expressed in
terms that e.r

under standable to those involved."

While

mathematical tems or
• the language of statistics often moat
accurately expre II ses the results, cOJ1111on sense dictate• the

•

interpr
tation of the data should be made in the terminology
•
of the organisation, the people involv ed or the oonsuaers of
the results.

1

In swnmary then, of the portion of this present·ohapter on
• the theory
of evaluation, various aut hors have suggested
principles of evaluation.

Alt hough

the

•attitude

to

appear•

to

th• aa

principles outlined may be of

nlue in evaluation, it should be n oted that
be a ppl ied

what

lDa1\Y

of the points can not

the objective criteria proposed in this study.

change", the use of control group , isolation of

Measuring

variable•,

opinion a nd attitude surveys, are techniques of evaluating training only
•
insofar as

the evaluator

is able to tie them into the objective criteria

of per formance in the basic areas of responaibility.
Beyond the definiti on and purposes of evaluation, a discussion of

1

Harry s. Belman and H. H. Remmers, •Evaluating the Reaults of
Training", Journal of the Americu Socia
Training Directors, (1958)
A>. 31-32.

ty �
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-

principles might well be consider
• e d as pertinent, yet general, thoughts
•
or ideas building a framework within which the evaluator operates.
Steps in the Evaluative Process
A number of authora1 of evaluation theory list what they tera aa

•valuative i;rocest.

steps or guides in the

While there iI soae variance

in details, it is interesting to note that writers from diverse fields

•

of training agr e on the content of a series, o-f s teps" in an evaluative
procedw-e • A ayntheeia of these r 8 co

ended steps from the various

sources, related to training in general and to ind.u atrial management
education and development in particular, follows,
The first step involves definition of the pro

1. DEFINITION.

bl• to be studied, th

purposes and content of the study or

the identificati on of the situation to be evaluated.
industry, the

In

dJ oat ion a nd train ing may have been or will

be baaed on a "needs

•urvey"•

Thus in this step, the tast

. in terms of the overall pro•
would be to re-define needs
blem or situation.
2.

OBJECTIVES.

Second, it is suggested that the purpoaea or

-

objective-a which the training ii to accomplish should be
establiahed.

It mq also be necessary to re-define the

1cheater w. Harris, Editor, and others, EncycloP!dia 2!, Educational
•
Research, p. 482.

-

-

and EvaluaR. R. Remmers and N. L. GI ge, Educational Measw-e n t tion, (NI v Yorks Harper and Brother•• 1969) p. 56.

L. David. Korb, Trainin 1he Su ervisor, (Washington, D.
g p. 97.
States Cirll Service Comm.Isafonal95)

c.s

Unit ed

Evaluation in Extension, (Washington, D. c.1 United States Department
of Agriculture, Federal Extension Services June 1956) P• l&e
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goals and objectives of the coDpan;r, as well aa that of
the t raining program.

Ths se objectives become the •guide

poata" or "targets" in pro gram development and later
Without the formulation and classification

evaluation.

of

objectives, various

levels of

specificity

and

general

ity often nake evaluati on and t reatmant impractical..

s.

ANALYSIS.
and

•

The next step is r lated t o 1he previoua one

•ncourages the

•

analysis and clarification of the
asurable be havior

purposes or obj cti ves in t1 8 nnII of
change.

-

• objectives m&1 be vague and.

Otberwiae, th

.

nebulous and th e beha vi.or they ilnply is not clear.
4.

,

The fourth ste p sugg

IDENTD'ICAnON.

ts the identi

fication of situations whe re the changes in behavior
may be noted in the de;y-to�day work situation.

Thia

may include the selection of available teats or measure•
or a "test aituation"
• appropriate for the major objec

..

,
tives as outlined in Step
Two.
5.

APPLICATION.

Includad in this step is the trial and

refinement of the most promising

thods or instru

• e ly obtaining and appraising evidence
•en�s fur accurat
regarding

..

each

objective.
•

The re finem nt

nay

the evaluation of the evaluative d evice or

6.

lf u,. teI'lls

RESULTS.

of

include

1118 thod

it

'the degree it 88"88 i ta purpo9 ••

The sixth atep proposes to analyze_, interpret

and use the re sults of evaluation.

The data have their

complete meaning only after they have

been

interpreted

and related to the purpoee and co ntent of the program.
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• of the evaluation should be i n

Further, the result

a form that can be interp� ted by the intended rea de r,
be
7.

•

he school admini 8 trator or personn 1 director.

Il1PROVEM»n'.

Final�, evalua tion is intended to be an

integral and continual. part of the educational proc

••

8 •

The results of evaluntion normal.Jy would result in
modification an d improvement in the edllcational program.

1

•

While seven at pa in 'the evalua tive process have been listed here,

it should be pointed out that tt,e contributors are not in agree
to the munber of steps involved.

nt as

•

Howev r, agreement is not necessary.

Some writers specify less tha n seven and so me othera more than seven
steps.

More important
ia the implication that an orderly process con
•

taining effective evaluative philosophy and • thoda
• be followed, and
that the exact number of s teps should be considered f lexible to 111eet
the demands of the progra

to be evaluated.

•

T chniques of Evaluation -•
What and How to Evaluate
The present chapter has presented evaluation techniques from time
to time but the topic will be further
expemed presently.
•

First of all,

there is the admonition that the onl y thoroughly acceptable evidence
of the effectiveness of a training or educational program ia the evidence
of a desirable eha nge in the participants of the trai ning or educational

1
Carl J. Schafer, "A Study of the Evaluative Practices in Manage
ment and Develo
nt Programs
in Selectad United States Industries",
•
Unpublished Ph. D. dis ertation, University of Michigan, 1960•

•

96
The evalua tion of 1he s tructure, proceH or any other aspect

program.

of a formal program ia no guarantee that change has occurred in the
1
individuals.
•
While the above point is probably in the interests of the
be 8 t

•

luation possibl , this a spect
• of evaluation ap pear• least

type of e

attempted beceu.se of cost, time, an d difficulty
involv ed.
•
Korb

2

points out some of the problems of assessing the change due

to
• training in individuals in

induatrial

situations.

"lbere training

ia in repetitive producti ve operations, where results can be 1111a I ured

..

•

in units of work per unite of tim , the probl
tively simple."

-

of evaluation is rela•

But, the more removed the training is from job skill.a

-·

and "• • • approachea
the functions o f cognition, judpent and personal
•
effectiveness, the

IIore

difficult it ia to determine the existence o f

measurable causal rela tionshipa between training and
• its effects."
Korb reminds ua that the use of control groups, one of the highly
tespected evaluative technique• which is somewhat difficult and e.x•
pensive to develop and administer expecially in industrial situations,
still involves th9 u I e of elem.ects of judganent.

"The techniques of

acientific methodology may be firm, but the evidence upon which the

•

conclusi ons are bas d are

•till 1a rgely wbject:i.ve.•

This

ans that

people are (loing the evaluation in which judgment is a f actor.

Possibly

the evaluators do not have objective criteria upon which the evaluation
is to be based.

Further difficulty in the evaluation of industrial

supervisory and management training and
• development prograu might be
1cheater
2t

0

w.

Harrie, "Encyclopedia of Educational R.esearch," p. 488.

David Karb, "Training the Supervisor," p. 94.
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experienced by what can be termed "contamination".

An organi�ation

that t1ponoors a management education program ia probably carrying on
a large nuat>er of ot her a ctivities which 118.Y also oontribu. te to the
manager• s change in effectiveness.

T he implication here appears to

caution against publis hing flowery training results after
of courses when many more factors ma, be f;nvolved in th
improved personal effectiveness.

•valuation
manager••

Nevertheless, wh ile evaluation may

• consuming,

Korb is not implying that

evaluation cannot or should not be done.

Rather, a careful eye on

be difficu11:, costly and tim

the pitfalls, a systematic approach, a planned method and the assesa•

-

ment of
• t raining in tenna of cl.early defined objectives is recommended.
But perhaps a "qu.st for certai nty" of answer in desirable change in
individuals
is unreasonable 1'n expect.
•

Evaluation, in a practical

sense according to Korb, then becomes that of seeking with a

little

bias as possible with reasonable time and cost, as snueh knowledge af
the results of training as can be practically secured.
Having the first point in mind th en:

that ohange in the individual

i I i:robably the most desirable determination of the effectiveness of
an

ducational program, the literature is replete with indications
• that

evaluative efforts which assess other aspects of an educational pro•

-

gram are al10 valuable for
• the improvemant of education.

Donald L.

liirkpatrick, one of the more prolific a uthors in the area of training

----

evaliation, wrote a rece nt se ries of four
• a rticles for the Journal of
the American Society � Training Directors, which exhaustively discuss
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and ca tegorize four aspects of evaluations

"ieaction" , "Learni.ng"2,
1

"Beha vior"8, and "Reeult•"'•
Kirkpatrick 5 describes the aspect of "reaction" as ". • • how well
the trainees liked a particular program.
ia the aam

as

IIeasuring

t he f e elings

Evaluating in terms of reaction

•

or th conf-,nea." He further

points out that it is important to recognize 'that a me asurement of re
action does

!'!2!

include a meamrement of learning.

But measurements of

reaction, what people think about the mechanics of the training program
it elf , ere important for "• •• decisions by top management are fre
quently

• basis � o ne or

de on th

two comments they 1·eceive from

• • who have attended," Kirkpatrick declares.

p opl

• is the additional

Ther

thought that for maximum motivat ion
• and learning, there must be interest
and en thu iau.
achieve

6

Alt hough it is necessary to stimulate the trainee, the

nt of the trai ning program• a objective& are most important.

Whether the supervisor has improved his performance ia the measure of
the objective performance appraieal. and not the individual's reaction
to the pro gram.

Donald L. Kirkpatrick, "Techniques f or Eval ting Training Program.a,
Part I Reaction", Journal of the American Society at Training Directors,
(No. 11, November Uis§),
p.
1

voI.xtII,

a.

-

Znonald L. Kirkpatrick, •Techniques for Evaluating Training Program,,
Part II Learning", Journal of the American Society or Training Dir ctora,
(No. 125 December 1969), Vor.
P•

iilI,

-

2l.

•

3nona1d L. Kirkpatrick, "Techniques for Evaluat ing Training Programs,
Part III Behavior", Jo urna.l. of the American Socie:t, of Training Directors,
(No. 1 ; January 1960), Vol.
•

-

fiv-;--i. is.

4Donald L. Kirkpatrick, "Techniques for �luating Training Programs,
P llrt IV R esult1", Journal of the Amer ican Society of Training Directors,
(No. 2J February 1960) Vol:-xYV; P• ff.
5Kirkpatrick, •Reaction", Vol. llII, No. 11, p. '•
6Kirkpatrick, "React·on", Vol. XIII, No.

11,

P• 8•
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1

Kirkpatrick' a

second aspect or category of evaluat ion,

"learning",

is d efined as, "What principles, fact,, an d tech niques were uroer tood
and

absorbed by the conferee,." The evaluator is � concerned vi th the

•

on-th -job application of these principles, facts and techniques at
this point.
I:t ia more difficult to meaeure training results tlian reaction.
But where

co un!c?ation Gr principles and facte is the objecti , tha

training director evaluating in terms of "learning has •• • objective
dat

to use in sell ing future progr

position in the company."
•

a and in increasing his status and

2

An interesting position is t aken by Wright tone, Justman and Robbina 3
in their discus I ion of lmowledge of facts or learning.
information or princ iples play a
problem solv ing irocess.

•

They r mind that

significant role in the th inking and

The facts whic:h are relevant be ar directly

•

upon the possible courses of action avail ble

to the ind ividual.

In thia

sense, :they s�, facts have a functional or meaningful context rather
than an independent existence.

.

.

be asked-what part of th

.

On the other hand, the question might

•

behavior exhibi ted il't du to the fact

ac-

quir d?
In the third article, Kirkpatrict

He re the evaluation irobl e , of th
1Kirkpatrick, "Learning",
2icirkpatrick,

11 Leaming",

4

cover• the evaluation of behavior.

man who knows ,princi ples and technique•

Vol. llII, No. 12, PP• 21•22.
Vol• XIII, No. 12, P• 26.

81. llayne Wright 8 tone, Joseph Justman and Irvin g Robbins, Evaluation
� Modern Edu.cation, (New Ycrk: A rican
• B ook Company; 1956) PP• 377-378.
4tcirkpatrick, "Behavior", Vol. XIV, N o.

1,

P• 13.
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•

b ut doesn•t pr a ctiee them on the job,
• presents it elf.

Evaluation

of training programs in terms of job behavior is s till more di fficult
than reaction or learning evaluation acc ord.in
it is worthwhil
crease in
t."2
In

.

to Kirkpatrick.

1

"But

and necessary if trai ning iK'Ograms are g oing to in

•ffectiv, ness and their benefits made clear to top ma nageirkpatrick•s

3

final article on r sults he alludes t o the
4

same difficulties in evaluating r eaults that Korb

does in earlier

paragraphs of this portion o f this chapter -- that is, the reference
to c ont a mination or complicating factors which make it extremely diffi
cult to evali&te cert a in kirxls of program• in terms of results.

Kirk•

patrick5 oee1 results eval uation as being very important, yet the moat
difficult and "• • • pro gressing at a very slow rate."

"At the present

time," he sqa, "our research techniques are not adequate."
•

He
• r..otes

fev a ttempts to penetrate the difficulties enco\llltered in measuring
results of s upel"visocy davelo
tiona, deoisi o. n

nt programs or courses in human re la

king and the like•

Looking a t Kirkpatrick' a four aspects m' evaluation just discussed,
it appears that h• i 9 co ncerned with evaluation in r espect to what
happen

• to the trainee am/or

change.

the organization as a result of the trainee'•

Other a uthors se t up "what to evaluate" with different cate-

goria s of that which seems to -the m to be important to evaluate.

1

Kirkpatrick, "Results", Vol. lIV, No. 2 , P• 4•

2
. xirkpe.triek, "Behavicr", Vol. XIV,

o. 1, Po 18.

3icirkpatrict, "Resultaf Vol. llV, No. 2, P• 28.
4icorb, Training !!!!, Superviaor
• ,. pp. 94-95.

6
Kirkpatrick, "Results", Vol. XIV, No. 2, f•

s2.

For
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instance, Besco, Tiffin and King

1

after a survey of management develop

•

me nt evalmtion. techniqu es claa ify the "Evalmtion of Method•" ud
the "Evaluation of Result•"•
is

Their terminology of results evaluation

•omewhat more inclusive than Kirkpatrick's definition,

but ia not

in disagreement•
Evaluation of results according to Besco, Tiffin and King2 indludes
all four aspects Kirkpatrick ie t alking about, naaely, "reaction, learning,
beha vior and result•"•

To Besco, Tif fin and King, results a re "How well

does this training program satisfy the needs and meet the stated objec
tivea ?tt

•

•

Be co, Tiffi n a nd King' s 8 oth r category or area to evaluate,
"methods", seeks to anawer the question, "Are there better ,methods of

'

training that could be used. that would b e more effective in reaching
"<
the stated objectives?" Throughout Be sco, Tiffin a nd King'• article

• is the thought and emphasis

ther

that evaluation should concentrate

on improving a program, not merely justifying ita e xiertence.
•
It is interesting to note the overlapping of •what to evaluate"•
Each author seems to have a few central points in common with the others
and perhaps one or tw a pects of evaluation that are different.

Messer4,

for another example, empbasi1ee:
1.

"SCOPE and GOlLS of the overall training program
to help determine the extent to which training.••

c.

l
King, "Eval.mtion Teeh•
itobert Besco, Jo I eph Tiffin, and Donald
ni(lueS for
• Management Development Progrus•, Journal of the American
Socie:tl of Traini"1g Directors, (No.
0oto6er 1959), Voi. XIl, p. 13.

n,

2Beaco, Tif fin and King , "Evaluati on Techniques", p. 21.
Saesco, Tiffin and King, "Evaluation Techni(llles", p. 18.

u. •s.

'Elizabeth f. Messer, Aase ain! and Repcrtin! Training Needs �
PJ"o eH, (Washington, D.C.a
ivrl Service ommisaion; 1956) 1
')
pp. 6-97.
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ia most needed to further ffic, ient oper ation
and mission accoIllpli8 hment, aJ¥1, what changes,
if any, are needed in cover age and e mphasis.
2.

"ORGANIZATION and ADMINISTRATION of having to
help determine adequacy of organizational and
admini trati¥ provisiom for training and
whether training operates efficiently and
economically.

•

3.

•THE TRAINING ITSEI.J' to help determi ne the ex..
tent to which trainees understand and accept
•
what is being taug ht, and how the training
proceH can be illproved.

4.

"RESULTS OF TRAINING to help determine the ex
tent to which trainees learn and app-l.y vha t
waa ta ught; the extent to which changes de...
sired as a result of training actually occ\U";
•
and how i prove•nta can be
de."

Lastly, Borosage1 and Korb2 agree to a great extent on most of
the

important

evaluation aspects of a n educational prograa.

Borosa e saya3, "Evaluative cons iderations

•

involve

Also,

a variety of facets

ach troviding evid nee to detemine the extent to w hich a training
progrm is me et ing its goal••

All of the 9e areas must be considered

n ted approach."

rather than a fra

Borosage

calls

his categorization

of what to evaluate •areas of evaluation" while Korb t erms hia "levels
of evaluation"•

In eaaence, here are the areas or l evel

deemed important by Borosage and Kerb.

•

-

1.

The adminiatr ativ arrange

2.

The course of instruction

s.

Effect on partioipanta while in training

• of evaluation

nt of training function

11.avrence Borosage, "Som Considerations Regarding Eval.uation of
•
Training", (East Lansing, Michigans National Project in Agricultural.
Communications, 1958), pp. 2-6.
2Kcrb, Training .!!!_ Supervisor; pp. 99-104.

•

3Boroaage, "Soa Considerations•, p. 2.
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'•

Group, intergroup and organisational effect•
•

5.

In course evaluat ion of participant's progreH

6.

Measuring impe.ct on the supervi o rs or partio.i
pants after the educati onal pr ogram

7.

Determining the impact on the organizatiOD

•

Thu• fai-, "what to evaluate" baa been listed and discussed with
little reference .aa to "how to evalua.
the techniques
of evaluation.
•

te",

the other important half of

The scope of this pa.per doea n ot permit

•

a lengthy di cuHion of the vari ous methods (i.e. pre an d post-testing,
control group, questionnaire, etc.) rL actually asseasing change other
than to
• the
• mention

thods and where they might be used.

But Kirkpat

rick 1, Besco,
• Tiffin and King2, Messer 8, Boroaage4, and Korb5 all supply
a varie � of ideas for determining the valm of, assessing change or
"how t o evaluate" the various aspects
• of tba emcational progr••

There

seems to be a central thread in the thinking of these various aut hor•
•
on

valuation, yet each w riter's ideas are (sufficiently) different

and desirable for inclusion.

lJlirkpatrick, "Reaction", Vol. llII, No. 11, pp. 8•9•
Kirkpatrick, "Leaming", Vol. XIII, No. 12, PP• 21•26.
Kirkpatrick, "Behavior", Vol. XIV, No. 1, PP• 13-18.
Kirkpatrick, "Result•"• Vol. XIV, No. 2,
2Beaoo,

PP•

28-82.

Tiffin and King, "Evaluation Techniq12ea", pp. 13•27.

8Messer, Asaeaeing � Reporting, pp.

44•64.

"Borosage, "Some Consider&tiona",
pp. 2-6.
•
5icorb, Training !!!,. Supervisor, pp.
• 99..10&.

The last taak of this chapter, then, will be to set forth
into
•
functional fora the various aspect�, categories, areas or level• of
evaluation with appropria te techniques and suggestions from these

authors in chart form. Chart 1, "Evaluation T•chniques for Industrial

..
1111 " while follows on the
ManageJnent ?raining and D.evelopmant Progra

•

next pages, captures and swmnariz s much of the thinking of the latter
portions of this chapter into operational form.
•

lfhile a "fragmented approach"1 of evaluation
•
• is not recommended,

it probably
• would not be feasible to use every technique as listed.
Rathe r a. selection of technii\ues from the "How to valuate" column
compatible with the training progru, the organization,
• the time and•
the budget would, possibly, be the practical way to approach the
suggested iteu.. It should also be noted that ma� of the suggested
technique• are informal rather than fornal attanpte at eval\Btion .....
nevertheless deemed important by the evaluation veteran•.
The information embodied in Chart 1 coupled
with the "Prinoiple•
•
of Evaluation" and the "Steps in the Evaluative Process" discussed
earlier in this chapter suggest a well-rounded approach to• the eval

uation
• of industrial management training and development programs.
The chart is a aynth•sis of the material found in many of the
authors in the field of evaluation. KirkpatricJr:2, Besco, Tiffin and
1Borosage, "Some Considerations", p.

2.

2icir�triek, •Reaction", Vol. XIII, No. 11, pp. 3-9.
Kir kpatrick, "Learning•, Vol. XIII, No. 12, PP• 21�26.
Kirkpatrick, "Behavior", Vol. XIV, )lo• 1, pp. 13-18•
Kirkpatrick, "Results", Vol. UV, Now 2, pp. 28G.82.
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1

King , Hesser2 , Borosage 8 , and Kor,b4 have all made contrib\ltiom to
this chart arrangement.

1Beaco, T iffin and King, "Evaluation Techniques", PP• 18-27.
2tfeaser, Assessing

!!!!!

Reporting, PP• 44•64.

3aoroaage, "Some Conaiderationa", pp. 2-6.
4Korb, Training the Supervisor, PP• 99•104.
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CHAIT I
Evaluation Technique• for Indu1trial Management
Training and Developnant Program•
lfhat to Evaluate,
The ADMINISTRATIVE AUANGE

of Training Funetion

Bow to Evaluates
The goals of the organiaation and edtcationa 1
program in haraony with each other.
An overall tone or climate in the organisation
receptive to education. Attitude of all levels
of management toward training.
Training function clear� assigned, recogniHd
and accepted in organisation.
Relationship of sta.ff to line in training reapon•
sibility properly delineated with adequate provi
sion for coordination. Lina training reaponaibility
recognized.
Training co petence of line supervisors.
The conduct of training
perned and aupported
•
by a po licy framework high in the organisation.
•
A clear atateant of training policy.
Adequate prograa planning based on organisational.
need••
Adequate physical facilitiee and
training.

•quipment for

Resources such as library, reference material••
audio visual. aide. Interchange of professional
information.
Opportunity for professional society a ttemlance
and participation. Viaits to other training operations.
Recognition for trainers• professional achievement.
Adequate budget to fulfill training need••
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What to Evaluates
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES of the OTerall Training Program
Bow to Evaluates
Training program an4 criteria of evaluation in line
vith the long-range goals and objecti vea of 1:he
coapany,
Train.ing program based on present and future needs
of 1he organiaation (e.g. coapan:y .xpanaion, eon•
tractions change• in orpnisation, function• and
meihoda.)

•

•1¥ defined.

Training aims precia

Comparison of aims with standards representing 'the
judgment of experts.
Program cognisant of last training result• and im
pact on organisation.

•

Program encourag a managers• aelf-development.
training to be given is determined aetua.11¥ needed,
and most needed.
Program designed and implemented so that organia•
tion and department climate, or •reward structure",
supports rather Ulan nullifies training,

What to Evaluates
The TRAINING PROGRAM ItMlf or Course of Instruction.
How to Evaluates

..

Logical procedure followed in determining n eds.
0

"

Content &election ba d on n♦ eds and related to
probl•••
Participation
in design of program by line organi•
•
aation.

..

Prograa ties in with participants personal needs,
interest,, backgrounds and previous training.
A written plan .
Objectives clear to instructor and participants.

•

Methods appropriate for the aterial, workable
and acceptable to participants.
I>

Effective presentation with variety.
Methods consia tent with psychological
trinciplea
•
of learning.
Methods economically posaible.
MinitTIWI of wasted time.
Requires active, positive particip tion by J11&nagers
in training.
Provides experience as well as information.
Practical and theoretical phase• of education in
balance.
Provision for evaluation and follow-up built into
program.
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lhat to Svaluate1
OOJlING PR.oGllM EVALUATION of Participants• Progress.
Bow to SYaluatea

Course mat•rial information tests.
Performance on task asai

nta.

Use of attitude questionnaires.
Amount
of
•

participation, interest, acceptance and
enthusiasa on the part of managers in the prograa.

'

Extent to which participants brin in questions
81'ld problems.
Attendance, arrival on time by participanta.
Listen to unsolicited participant•' comnenta.
Ask the t rainee the practicality
and effective
•
neH of th prograa.

•

Trainee■ eay, "My boas should have thia training."
Interview
progr••••

e participants• supervisor• on trainee

lleporta of •proceaa obMner".

60
lfha t to Evalua
te ,
"'
The

CTION OF PA TICIPAN'l'S to the Educational Prograa.

Bow to Evaluates

•

Ua of questionnaires anonymously filled out by
participants vith space allowed for writing
•additional c
nt•"• (Valuable for reactions
•
to technique, ••&• lectur• vs. discussion, for
reactions to subject and to performance
• of con
ference leader.)

•

AIIount of participation, attention, int rest.
discussion
and reaction, i.e. pI rticipanta >
• hould
•
react favorably for •axi-•m •learning•.

•

B xtent

to which participants brought in question
and problems.

After
• program unsolicited

r ticipanta• comments.

A I k the participants their reaction to the program.
Interviews with particip ants• supervisors as to
general reaction to program.
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•

Rha t to Evaluat i
The WINING Of PARTICIPANTS as a Result of the
Educational Program.
How to Evaluate1

•

•

Equival nt forms of th same tes t at the beginning

and end of training.

•

Use of control and xperimental. groupings.
End of prograa im'ormational tests.
Seorea on 1upervisory
judgment testa • (Som
•
standard supervisory information can
be compared
•
with accepted norms.)

•

Task a signments,
Attitude questionnaire prior to and on completion
of training.
Train e comaents on what they believed they learn.ad.
Amount of participation by trainees, extent to
which train ea bring in p:robleas and q uestions.

•

Attendance. (If not regular, then not exposed to
arning ai tua ti.on". Measurable iner ase in
, le�ng
perhaps due to outside factor a.)
·

•

g�, •1

"'

Report• by outside observers.

•
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What to Evalua tea

The RESULTS, EFFECT or IM.PACT on the Group,. Inter•
group Relationships,
or Organisation as a I eault of
•
the Eclacational Progru.
Bow·· to £valua tea
Study by impartial 011t1ide ag811 cy,
•
measuring specific
reeults agaiut specific objectiv a or aiaa of the
prograa.

...

•

Internal attitude or co anicatione survey .

Survey oy specially'
appointed internal co1111ittee.
•
•

-

•

Various personnel tudies, Ulla geNnt audits,
analyses of recorda. (e.·g. custo•r eomplainta,
tUl'llover, grievances,
review of rit ratinga,
•
training time of new eapl.oyeea, etc.)
Increaaed effectiven as of staff conference functioning.
I.educed intergroup or interdepar ntal friction.
Iaproved relationship of manager• and their super
visors.

• •bottleneck� aituatione.
:aeduction of

Improved ov rall group or organisational functioning.

Consulting cone era of product or 9 ervica offered
by the organ! sation.

•

I xpressiona by employe s and eaployee groups of

satisfaction with managerial force. Improvements
in co
ica tion and morale.

Participant behavior flDwed over
and favorably
•
affected behavior and attitude• of non-participants.
More adequate reeervoir of talent to meet present
promotion and future ex.p&naion needs.
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What to Evaluate 1
The BEHAVIOR OF PARTICIPANTS at a Result of the

Edueational ProgrIll •

Bow to Evaluates
Job measurement techniques. Systematic appraisal
of on the job perfomance on a "before and after•
basis.
Direct observation of managers in action after educa•
tion program. Extent m d duration of change.
Use of a cheok list with objectives of the �rograa
e
noting behavior change•
resulting froa the training.
Also uae of this cheek list asking participants�
supervisors if they have noted favorable changes.
"Depth interviews" with participants and supervisors.
I
8 fill out a questionnaire on how
Having participant
they benefited fro the educational program.

•

Asking participants at intervals following coIDpleted
training how they have benefited, giving concrete
illustrations and incidents, successful and •unsuccess
ful. applications or tile training.

-

Uae of po1t training etinga where behavior aa a
result of training ia review d.

•

Compare beha vior of those trained vith those not
trained, i.e. control grouping. (Without use or
control grouping , responses could be due to factors
other than training.)
Evidences of increased �professional" attitude by
anagers.

•

•

Spot check of onsumers• attitude toward service render•
ed. Improved efficiency•

Organisational attitude surveys.
Obtaining reaction of peers or those familiar with parti•
eipanta• performance before educational program. Also
reactions of employ es to performance of their superiors
who were in tile program.

•

Use of records on absenteeism, suggestions, turnove r,
grievanc s, etc. in the a anage rs• work group1.

•
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The prineiplea of

valuation are Jnal\Y' and varied.

Principle• might

••

•

11 be considered as pertin nt , yet g n ral, thoughts or ideas b\lilding
a fr

work within the evaluator operates.

These appear significant

for the industrial traine r.
a.

Evaluation offers the greatest potential benefit if eon•
ducted over a p riod of ti
and a built-in part of the
a
tot 1 training process.

b.

Evalu tion should be concerned with r aults rather than
effort expended.

c.

Programs with specific objectives can IIo • t easil.¥ be
evalu ted but variables which may influence r 8 8Ulta
should be isolated and t aken into consideration.1

A aynthe•i• of ree

nded steps for evaluation f rs varioua sourcea
• 2

•

•

indicates an orderly yet flexible proc IS that should be u ed in evalua•
tive endeavorsa

to b e studied or evaluated.

••

D FINITION of the proble

b.

OBJECTIVES, the e&J.c tion is to
b formlllated or re-defined.

o.

ANALYSIS or clarification of objectives in te
easurable cban e.

d.

IDENTiflCATI ON 0£ a "
changes may be noted.

e.

APPUCATIO and/or r fineID&nt of the "measure" or eval
uative d vice.

f.

SULTS are then to be analyzed, interprete d and put
in u I able fora.

•

•

cc

pli IIh, should
of

aaure" or "test situation• where

•

1Harris,

ncyclopedia, P•
• 88.

Belman and IL

rs, " valuating•, pp. 31•32.

2-oroI age, " p rogre ss teport0; p. 1.
Borosa Re, "Some Considerations", p. 2.
1frightstone, Justman and Robbins, Evaluation, p. 26.

s.

Evaluation in Extention, (Washington, l).C.1 •
Department of
Agriculture, Federal Ext naion ervice1 June 1956>, p. 15.

•
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• educational program.

or modification of th

g.

------•

There is ample dis cussion in the literature of what to evaluat ,
i.e. what should be the focus or level of evaluation of a manage nt
educa tion and development pro gr

•

Kirkpatrick1 ; Besco, Tiffin and

King2, Messer 3, BM'osa ge4, and Korb5 deeignate a varief¥ of ite118 ,
when evaluated, provida vidence to determine the extent a course '1f
a program is

•

ting it1 goals.

The authors emphasize that aeveral of

th se areas should be 0onsidered for a comprehensive evaluation:

•

under which this training

a.

Th ADlilNIST TIVE A W
progr• w s given.

b.

The GOALS AND OBJ CTIVES of the training program.

e.

the. METHOD OF ESEN'TATION of the training program
(con•
ferenc tectmiqu s, conference leaders).

d.

The PA.RTICIPA

e.

The FEELI

f.

Tbe WHNING O PAR?ICIPANr . at a re ult of the training
rogram (differI nt ctiona bad on the job resulting
fro thI
).

g.

.. a.ining
The BEHAVIOR
PAtn'ICIPAm'S as a result of the tr
rogram (different actions back on the job r sul ting
froII the program).

•

s•

G MENT

PROGRESS during the training program.

OF PAR.TICii'AN'lS about the training program.

lKirkpatrick, "Reaction", Vol. XI I, No. 11, pp. 3-9.

Kirkpatrick, "Learning:' Vol. XIII, No. 12, p. 21.
Kirkpatrick, "Behavior", Vol. XIV, No. 1, p. 13.
Kirkpatrick, "Results", Vol. XIV, No. 2, p. 28.
2uesco, Tiffin and King,

valuation Techniques", p. 18.

esser, Assessing� Reerting, pp. 36-37.
4Borosage, •some Consideration•", pp. 2-6.
5Korb, Training � Supervisor, PP• 99-104.
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h.

T be ll SULTS, EFFE CT, IMPACT on the group, intergroup
relationa hips or org ani1ation a 9 a re eult of the
training pro gram.

Last:cy-, a

------

pling of techniques of how to evaluate the above areas

•

or lev ls of evaluation, as I u&gested by their author••

reveals the

following as most often au g geeted or used in industrial mana gament and
education programs:
a.

CourMtll&terial. infonmtion testes

Before pro gru
During program

•

Dir ctq after program
SQD8 tiM after progra

•

b.

Att ndance at progr•

c.

Amount of perticipI tion by participI nts

d. Intervie ws with, or que tionnaire tot
ParticipaDta
p articipant• s supervisor•
Participant•• employe es
articipant• • peera

'

•

e.

Check of consWIie ra• .1
· ttitud toward service or product
rende red by participants• de partment

f.

Use of participant questionnaires one
Chani ed a ttitudes
Faelings about pro gr1111
Be fits from progr

g.

Control and exper·

h.

Re port• by outside ob

i.

Dir ct ob nation of participanta actions on job
after progr•

j .

Organisational attitude or cOJmDUnicatiooa surveys

k•

tJ se of records on absenteeis , a terial 1:faste, turnover
and/or gri•vances in the participant• a work group

1.

Significant increa • in "perfonnance review• ratings

•

•

••

-

nt al grou9ings

" rvera

..

..

•

or the p articipants by their supervisors.

CHAPTER III
iEVIEW OF EV WAT IVE STUDIES IN THE LITE TURI
Thi11 chapter ie presented to review and analyse those evalua tive
n ts concerning
mnage•nt training an d developa nt
•

studies or exper·

Artieles in journals
and
•

which have been reported in the lit rature.

Illagad.nes, reports in puphlet form, as wel l as portions of texts, fr·

•

the fields of education, p ychology and

the

gene ral. are a of businett

•

have been inve stig ated for aignifie nt pieces of evaluative rese arch
having
• to do with, or related to supen'iaory training.
A ftWID er of

valua tive experiments a re given in the 1iterature.

8

• vritings or e ven ev ry detail of those desirable

But to review all of th

..

0

for inclusion, would
d1111 and much more space th an is al lowable in a study
•
of this o ompH a.

Thua only thoa e writings which
• appeared significant

-

in scope, pionee ring or unique in me thod have b8 en included.
It beco

as

s

ao

•

• evaluative practices,

what difficult to spara te th

ntioned by the various • xpe rime nter •, from the results of the

..

•

management traiaing pro gram as r vealed by their evalu.a ·Hons.

But in

keeping with the purpoee and scope of t his stu(\y, the evaluative p:rac ..
ticea as reported in the litera ture have been accented.

However, aome

s by a particular a uthor may be cited, aa
of the r9 sults and conclusion
•
need9 d for the understanding of the study or of the appropriateness of
the evalua tive technique.

•

For convenience, the studies r viewed have b

57

categori&ed according
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• or inquiry.

to their purpoa

First, several industry-wide studies are

included to lend insight in sco

or supervieory training and develo

nt,

along with two studies which describe management training programs as con
ducted�by univ reities.

A small number of studies were located vhieh

'

attempted to 1t1rvey apecific valuation practices in industry and are
reported.

inally; a number> of studies are reviewed and included be•

cause of their uniqueneaa of purpose, scope, evaluative te chnique or
design not r ported in any ot the other studies.

Industry.. ide Studies Relating to

Specific Evaluative Practicee

In one industry-wide study secured relat ing to evaluative practices,
in this case the evaluation of a
program at the fore

nageaent training and developant

level, the Bureau of Nl tional Affaira1 conducted

a survey by questionnaire of 160 of thei.r aeaber
for9men training activities.

re g arding the ..bers•

At the time of the study, 1952, a parently

the IIost poptllar subject area for fore

n training w ae the "broad cate-

gory known as human rI latione•, i.e. foremen were given inf

tion on

"how to handle employees under the II, hov to be a leader, how to diecip•
line workers, how to understand. worker•• problems -- in general, how to
be a better boss."
Of illportance to the presen t reaearoh waa the Bureau of National
Affairs• findings concerning the evaluation of their

Jlbera• progrua.

Only about one-fourth of the c.ompaniea reporting indicated "••• that they
try to

•valuate the results of the

•

program through que ationnaire• or

•

1roreman Training, (Wa hington, D.C.t The Bur au of National Affairs,

Inc.J January 1952), P• 11.
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other techniqu.ea.•

1

Following is the entire reporting of

methods
• as revealed by the 111rvey1

•valuative

"An attitude survey ia made by di ,tributing mimeographed
qu atiomuure• at trai ning sessions. They are returned
voluntarily and &Qoeyaously.
epliea are tabulated and
analyzed to determine attitude toward training and co �
policiea.•

•

•

"lie uae a que tiormaire filled out by each conference
participant.

•

•At the nd of each year (80 aessioM) participant• fill
out an attitude sun-ey form." (Dixie Cup Co_., Eaaton• Pa.)
•opinion polls are conduct d periodically."
Moline)

( inneapolia

"Tle use an occasional queationnaire which ask• foremen for
their comments on instruction iven and for ditcueaion topic•
that are in line with their current problems.•
(Cherey•
•
Burrell Corp., Cedar
pid , Iowa)

•

•

•I e test attitudes and opinion•• aintain charts on nUllber
of grievances, au eation•, etc." (Kendall R fining Co.,
Bradford, Pa.)
•Infor
and forma1 ana�ai• in ten1• of individual rIIaction,
production rates, s afety record•• quality records, and the
like.
•Tl"Q8 and false types of quiaaea are used before and after
training.• (Square D Co., Detroit, Michigan)
"Have used Prine•ton Rea arch Inatitute and also used our
own post program evalua tion." (Johnson and Jmnaon, n
Brunswick, N. J.)

•

awe conducted
an e ployee attitude survey and u 4 the
•
results, amon other thin a, to d velop training needs.•
( New York Central Systell, New York, N.Y .)

'

"Use
loyee attitud
rsonal intervi wa.•

•

survey , su rvisoey
rit ra ting,
(A tlaa Boxma.kers• Inc.• Chicago, Ill.)

"We have a psycho trist th a t gives I.Q. teats tor super
vision.• (Armstrong Tire and Rubb
Co., Natchez, Misa.)

1t-or.man Traini5•

ur au or National Affairs, Inc., p. 11.
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In anoth r atud_y loeated, this one
Am rican Man.a ge

e
nt Associat
ion 1 outlines a tvenv co

ascertain co pany •
tion and develo

aller, yet distinctive, the

tisfaction" with result

nt pro

in general.

of their

• they considered inadequate.
•

menta in job perfor

• bas don evaluation

p t ayste11atic eval uation moat frequen�

"Compani • th at did att
ueed availability of replac

ana ement educa-

Most compani • in the survey

cited "satisfaction•, but that this a tiafaction wa
etho

any survey to

nts for
• hither level posi tiona or i prove•

ce as a standard.•

The!

rican

tion study alao found "reactions of
• top uanagement, 'the

• loyMS and outside

other e

consultant••••" being

. t A•sooia-

ana

n developed,

v n by t

co paniea

at evaluative indicatora.2

The third and hat stutt, located conceming s cific evaluation

•

practic •

c,D.

the vexin

•

•

•

an industey-vid• basis •• ms to b ar out to a great extent

factors of ev lu tion

s cited by the previous studies re•
tion of manage

viewed h re -- that i•, the lack of eval
progr

a, few

rioua att

nt training

pts of evaluation by industrial concern• and

the general difficulty
of performing adequate evaluation.
•

----uaine•• Week

Magazine reported the atuct, by Walt r R. Mahler of the Psychology Corpor•
ation who waa under an .Arr,q contract.
aychologist, was to gather data f

Mahler's job, aa an indvatrial

•

bu inesa and indu1tey concerning

training and the result• to be hmded over
to "the Army ae a sneane of
•
guidance for i ta own traiaing.

Aoc:ordin

to

-----

uaine•• lfffk the inquiry

ltt aearch and Intonation • Evaluating the Results of M'anag nt
D velopment Activities.• Management Nevi, (Edition No. 5J April 1958),
Tol. XIVI, p. 7.

•

2:tbid.
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" •••turned out to be a

eneral indictment of training roaea rch in

buaineea."1
To get the into
States.

turns c

ies in t • United

Mahler • rveyed 263 co

ti
in fr

l O co

pick d thirv coIIpanies whoee annera t

'

niea and out of these

hler

the questionnaire • •••shoved

enough aolid information to warl" n t an intensive study of their

tho41

of traininI reaearch.•2

-

In a thumbnail IW!llllary of the, rest.alt,, accordin

to Business feet,

the following was reva.i• dt
l. "lffl.Af HAS I
TRIAL TRAINING ACCOMPLIS Df
oet c
nies really don't know.
'DS D RMINEO?
2. 1'ft01 ARE T I ING
Not much science to this •• ao tl;y a matter
of what the bos1 wants.

•

3. "WHICH T llUNG • ,ffODS 110
....ST?
Han;y c pauie have no idea, use trial ad
efl'Or systea.•S

.

•

Specifically, Mahler's study found" " •••that about one in ten co

•

nie•

used uy syatoatic res arch at all to find out wh&t trainin wa• neceaaary.
nq om in forty actu�
methods available.
150 c

panie

A• tor re sult

• of training,

dep nd chiefly' on so

a particular tralni

•

ogr

All thia is co pellin
training

•tu.died the relative

• of the training

rlt

the big majority of
• the

body-'e o inion to find out whether

has be n effective."•

·-

evidence to Business
Week that industrial
.

thods and e.v luation is far fro being on sci ntitic tooting.

•

l•Paychologist GiT
ent a Qui1 on Trai!ling
Man•
uainesa
et, (Augu
• 8 t 16, 1952), p. 106.

----2ibid
3zbid
4Ibid

)f

.

thode",
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certain ju at what consti tu tee good training. •1

• •••Industry is still far fro
Oth!r Evaluative

ndeavore with Mana eCJ.ent Educ tion

and evelo

• p rograns in Industry
nt

Merrihue and Katael12 in the BaMU'd

one of the

----

eviev also explore

ore complex approaches to "meaauring pe rformance" that was

•

located in the revi

of resear,ch.

At the ti

Merrihue and Katzell

wrote the article, the m (

loyee R 1a tiona Index) was atill in i ta

preliminary stages of develo
•

nt and the

with

val

tion of training pro

s.

.

uthors did not deal directly

But, Kirkpatrick3 c:itea their idea

as being worthy of consideration aa a "

aeuring y rdstiick" for train ing

effectiveness.

••crib•d as asure nt of th.at which
ber of different personn•1 statistics. The statistics

asi�, the ERI may bed
is coIJII on to a n

all bein g flymptom.atic of the

xtent to which

ploye s accept and per•

form in accordance vi tb the company policiea and objeotivr••• A low or
falling

"may

II i

nify the n eed to s arch for vealm8 •••• in

manageant •••" aay the author•
• .

•npower

"A high or rising &RI lends support

to existing practices and encou:r ges further iaprov

nt along 1:he sue

linea."4
l•Paycholo ist

GiYe Mana

-----

t •, B,Jainess

e Jc, p. 107.

2wulard V. Merrihue and
ond A. Katsell, "ERI - Yardstick of
Employ e elations•, Harvard Businea• Itevi v, ( No. 6J Novembe.--December
1955), Vol. WIII, llp. §1.§9.

•

3nomld L. Kit-kpI trick, "Techniques for valuatin g Training rograma",
Journal of American Society of Training Dir ectora, (No. 2; February 1960),
Voi. xiv-;-p.

si.

'Merrihue

am

-

.

Katsell, "Ell - Yardstick•,

p. 91-92.
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•

..

Specifically the EJll htpler.e nted at th General Electric Company

•

brought
into plq a set of indi catora registering hourly e plo1
•
insofar as,
1.

•Periods of absence.

2.

•s•parat ions

a.

•

(all type a).

•Initial visit• to 1he d.i spensary for occupational
reasons.

4.

"Suggeations aubllitted through the suggestion syet••

s.

•Actions ineurring discipli1l

a.
7.
8.

ary

I uspenaion.

"Gri vances submitted through the fonal grievance
rooe re.

•

"Work stoppag ••

•Participation in the insurance plan.•1

The statistical calculationa a re not cece

••ary for •xplanation of
• above

the idea, but out of sou:e thirv-thr ee proposed indie ators, th

•

eight were 1 e 1e cte d because of their ffc 0 nveni nee, obja ctivity and
demonstrated relati onahip to a g ene ral faotor."

• is attempting to measure •eaployee relations•,
• the above index

ff hil

it is cone0 ivable that a similar set of indicators
• could b•
a particular situation which would give

SoIIewhat

9 et

up in

of a me aaurement of

effeetiveness of a aana geme nt education and d.evelo pr.,e nt progr am •

How•

ever , the "contaminationn fact-0r, would nece11arily have to be reduced
or in SOiie way taken into account a.a an u.noont1·0 lled fat.ct.or.
Merrihue and Katze112 list a n

lttc•rrihue

and

2.ii.errihue and

t1ell,

r of' points that shou ld be con..

I• Yardstick", PP• 94-95.

tsell, "Ell • Yardstick", p. 93.
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sidered in c oosing the in icatora or orit ria which
Thea a

in,

rha a could have a

Ucation to a

8 et

o i nto the indI x.
of tr iriing effectivI ..

n.eas criteri.
a
l.

loy

2. The beba i r

ould •v
licationa ae b&in
ither in accord with
• objectiv s of th busin
or at vari ce ri th • ch objectives.

3.

or

actical r

s.

·

,

deai.rable

Gen ral

ti.on for- co

leotrie

a repr sentative of Ge

val.:

rnent Cwr 8

• .

•

ted wa• G
• S ren I n

there are t hre levels of
11

ral

ral

1

s

.

lectric.

rpo

lectric'

lla out, in

valu tioni

••
in
bli

d, va•

It ii enti tlad •11,e

• aborate u

8 V

questionnain.
The pro

bject to

tation

tudy, later and •• yet un

rved CtanC
- s Inquiry" and

1.

the statistics aho 1d be

t six to tc i icatora u
t he above at odar4a.

the author

he aeco
ob tained fr

10

relati lye si.ly vail ble

accurate date

Kana

a

The ti -

"·

O

a.

of a fit

it

thre• month •Advanced
eral

l ctric•• eyea

.

di.ate - T
f'eelin s and atti tud • of
n
att ndLi 1he Cour ,
ir i
diate evaluation of it, their int ntions for the f 'tu re
h
ssible sifts
in 'I al
or ttit d•• dlU'in
or sho rtly after the CourM, content knowl dge
• i ne •

•

•

lo1av or nsI n, "The Cib rved C n e1 nquiey", (Crot ville, New
Yorks T
General lectric Co.; 19 ), t7npubliahed ·m)()gn h s tudy, p.2.
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•Inter diate • as the graduate changed in his
in hie behavior
behavior, and •• tained a ch an
for aoma time after the end of the course••
eay a year -- back in the environment fro• which
came? What kinda of dlangea have occurred? Ia
he aware of such change•? lfbat do other• with
whoa he works see t What doea hie
ager 1ee?
hat do his men reporting to hill 1ee? Ia this
change in behavior •I en by hillMlf and other• •••

s.

"Vltiaate • What are the re1ulta of auch changea,
if any, in behavior? Do they affect buaineaa
result• in auch ave:, a1 to make it evident that
••• the components
1heM men manage have oved
••
closer
to
their
buaineaa
objectives.•
•

•

And Sorensen aa_ya the General Electric .inquiry is focuaed at the second
•
or "intermediate" level.

Thia ia important only to 1be extent that a

questionnaire techniqu

be used in evaluation.

-

Two groups were given questionnaires one year after coepl tion of
the course.

The groups were graduates of the tl.Advaneed
• Manage n t Cour••••

alld a control group of n�-graduate■, wt who were next scheduled to
attend. the courae.

Bach graduate

d non-graduate was nnt aix like

questionnaires, one to be used by hiuelf, ho questionnaire• to• be
given to •n r,eporting to hill, two qu stionnaires given to peers to till
out and one questionnaire

ven to his supervisor.

Personal anonymity

of the rater vaa prsiaed.1
Thu• the "intenaediate" evaluati on was evolved through a •contra•t
and

pariaon" of graduates and non-graduates,•• seen and reported

through a

•

1.

Themaelv • (looking at aelf)

2.

Hen reportin g to

th•• (looking up)

lsoreasen, "fh• Obaerved Change••• pp. 2-3.
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s.

Their peers (looking •tdevaya)

,. Their manag

• they reported (looking down)
-

s to who

A few words about the qu.eationnairet

twenty.fiv e of the fifty i tams

on thI questionnaire were telected with the intention of tapping •the
work--centered a spect
and

...

11

auring "•

• of managing,

'the planning, organising, integrating

The other twenty-five iteaa were intended to tap three

peraona1 attributes "considered in literature about
portant ••• Tha N

agers to be im•

were 'Guts• or itema referring to drive, force or

initiativeJ •Grace•, items of

8 ocial

skill and personal pleaaantnesss

and •Grey Matter•, it111• of knov,i.dge or analytical app roach.•

1

•

l.e Rlts were tabulat d fr • 122 questionnaires returned by graduates,

•

• non-graduate• and

1!59 qu ationnaires fro

1,274 returns fl"Ol'll those

looking •up, I ide,ra.ys or do wn• on g raduates and n�n-gra-duatea. Thia
was • 53 pe reent usable return.

Lastly, a very

rief and general s

ry

that,
of many pages of Sorensen•a 2 finding• indicate
•
- 1.

..

"•••tbe re waa no o verwhe1lling tendency to attribute

changes in gradvatea to the Advanced lfanagement
course -• or any part of it.· The changes were ob•
sen-ed or frequently in graduates than in non
gradaates but• were attributed to the personality
of the man, the iapact of hie 1181lager, the change■
in organisation trueture, the pres ure frOIi hi•
peers and the revolt of thoae working for hill.

..

• •
..

•

•

2.

"When the Advanced 1anagement CourN vaa considered
a maj.or or contributing f' ctor, 'the contact with
other participant• was IIOst frequently stressed.

s.

•Being aba ent f r011 the job in itself waa considered
valuable ••• as an opportunity to IIU 11 over long

1sorenaen, "ThI ObH rved Changes•, PP•
2sorensen,

"Th•

Observed Changes", p.

s.

'°•

•
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continuin g probl
••• also to intro
ct and
work out anew values and purpos a ••• Some were
grateful. for the chan and rest.
ltWhat was taught tends one year later to be s en
aa indistinguishable fl"Oll what was rec ived froa
n:, other sources••••

4.

The •

r.

Goodrich Co PAD{ S!Udf

1

"

o beyond
• mere know

Goodacre describe• a atud;y which also tries to

ledge obtained froa a training prograa and into the area of job perfona•
ance.

Th

reae&rch waa done at the

•

• F. Goodrich Co pai,y with the 800

people eligible for tra ining divided
• randomly into two groups of 400
each, one group to ""• as the experiantal ( trained) and the other
the control (untrained group).

a

Statistical. "t• tests were used to c••

pute any significant differences between the groups. 2
Goodacre•a results app ear to have moat ap plication in the B.
Goodrich situation so will not be review d her •

r•

However, his ob
•

jectives and the criteria UMd to mea I ure these objectives probably
.,
have
wider application and 1eea desirable for inclueion here.

Table 8

aW1111&rise1 the •Objectives and Crit eria for Testing the ie II ulta of 1be
B. F. Goodrich Training Prograa•.3

.

1nwe1 M. Goodacre, III, •The xperiMntal Evaluation of Manage nt
Training's Principles and Practice•, Personnel , (No. 61 May 1959), Vol.
lllIII, PP• 534•538.
2<--ooc:tacre,

"The

Experimental. Evaluation•,

8coodacre, "The Experimental

PP•

536-537.

valu ati.on", P• 588.
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TABLI 3

•

•

Obj ctivea and Criteria for T sting the
lesul ta of the

.. F.. Goodrich Training Progra

Objectives • To achieYe signitioant
inprovemmt int

Criteria (Meaeur e )

Attitudes toward the company

Attitude scale

J. ttitude

Attitude scale

toward the •ployee•

Attitude scale

Job satisfaction

• Understanding hwnan behavior

S 1t confidence
• in •ling withs

Attitude scale

ing
».eiaion
Selecting eap1oyee•
Developing end improTing
• ployeea
Job evaluation

Achievement tests

lCnovledge ofa
a.an beh&Yior
•
Decision
i

Selecting •ployees

Developing and improving
uployeee
Job eval.u ti on
Rat inga by i
diate
superior

Job Performanc�u
Handlug behavior
Deoilion making
Sel.ectin e loy ••

Developing and improving

•

Job valu tion
Overall job perfo

aployees
ance
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0
However, a final c ution is giv-.i by Goodacre.

that ratings by u
of who va

rior& were

It w as his •xperienee

d by the r ters knowl dge

w h at bia

i\nd w ho w as not trained and therefo

should be viewed with

this reservation of validity.
The General Motors • AC �pz:k Plug DiviI ion Study
In thi

-

• pi ece of res arch 1he "i nterview technique• was used almost

entireJ¥, ainl.y to improve the variou•
on a plant-wide basis.

Aft r giving a

a thirteen year period, AC Spark
ation1 att8mpted an xhaustive

•

nt course• king off'ered

ge

er of manage

nt coureea CNer

lug Division of General Motor• Corpor

•valuati on vi

I

syat matic interviews with

243 or 81 perc nt of the supervisors that had atte nded the various cou.r••••
As a nsult of the eurvey, •nak courtea" w ere studied on an intensive
batie for po aible re vision, soae were " abandoned completely'• and a •nn
approach• to the 811118 probln was taken on

till others.

The questions aaked in the personal inter views verea 2
1.

2.

s.

•

"What courses in m.anag
t trainin g hav you
tak•n in the 11at
a ten years or I o? ( ach super•
viaor va• bro ht u p.to-date through uee of his
imividual training r e cord..)

-----

libat w re the th r e mo t valuable courseet
"lfhat r asona can you give for this?
they valuable?

• re th

4.

"What

6.

"What re&aon ean you give for this?
they be i proved?

� were

three lea st valuablI cour e s?
How could

1•Hanage
•
nt Develo
nt Program", (Flint, Michigua Educ tion and
Training Department , AC Spark Plug Divi sion of Gen ral Motor, Corporation;
J anuaey 1956) , Unpublished IIiaeographed paper , p . 4.
2 "Management Dev: lo·

nt Pro uaa•, AC Spark Plug,

• 1-2.

...
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• last course you took?

6.

"What ia your opinion of th

7.

•can you give us a. specific way th
able to uaI any of thiI trainin ?

8.

"What can you sug
offered?

9.

0
"Are there any new courses
or subjects you would
like to se offered?

st to
• improve

t you have been

y of 1he courses

•

•

•In the final analysis, consid ring the t:i.me t effort
and coat that manage nt has
t into this training

10.

( e veU a I your

time and effort) have we

..

accomplished anything? Haa the tn.inin
work as a auperv:bor easier for you?"
The AC

park. Plu g r port

••re atrictly
voluntary".
"

..

· I

•pecif'ic

ntion 1hat

"The only help or pr

visor waa to bring him up-to-date on hia trainin
While the pre

·•

pting

•

Superri ory• and
in thI t order.

11

all annen

iven the super•

record. •1

nt r searcher ie concerned mainly with 1he evalua•

•

• 243

tiv• techniqu s uaed, it is inter• ting that th
considered a cour
•

made your

called "Kn.owled

"Supervisory

of Ac•

n interview d

•ost valuable vith

•Pre

Orientation" courses next most valuable

The "Maintaining Sch•dulaa1t cour

wa 1 l ast interI sting,

as indicated
by the interviewe s, out of the twenty courses offered
and
•
• •
evaluated.

2

The Kon
This is an

tudy

xam le of' an e ffort to evaluat the effectiveneH of

• Co•pany•s "problea olving" c nferenc a, that is the conference
a end& w •
inly diacuasing roble s of curr nt
rtance in the

th

I

lant.
1
"Managuent Development Program", AC Spark Plug, P• 2.
nt Development Program", AC

park Plug, p.

s.
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•

In an effort to get answers to the eff ctiveness of the sessions,
the plant use d a "thr e-I ided

1.

asuring stick 11 11

•

tici nts.

2. Attitude survey of t

s.

•

valuation of rformanc of e ach c 0 nferenc
participant on a before-and- f�er basi9 by
each rticipant' s I upervi er •

•ttendance at the

The voluntary
tings.

To evaluate thI

rfonnance each

8 uperior

the session• on " venteen perfo

IIcheduled

rated his subordinates atten ing

ce fac t"°r ". Appraisal of the saae

factors a yI ar 1a tr howed a "pronounced i:mprov

nt in interdepar ental

cooperation". The later I :ppr isa l also indicated that t • fore n and
other
IJ'.apervisore in the progrm inc
•

a sed their "knowledge of coIIpany

policies" and "learned to expr ss the selve

or e e ffe ctive.13".

The attitude survey used as a part of the evaluation was to get
the participants' thinking on such ite
ntal cooper ation,

depa.r

training program.

l,o to

a communications and inter•

et their gen ral reactions to the

ne result , according to th report, was that ninety•

six percent of the confer es believed the training was "helpful to

th ".2
Finally, on th• third JI'.easure of e:ffectiv ness by Monsanto, a

•

c lese r cord v

lcep · of attendance which had been set up on a volun•

tary basis. · They found "sustained interest" in their program by 1he
steady upward trend in

•

tt ndance fr

•

•

the first eeting and s the

program was continued. s
1Louis A. Allen, "Evaluating a Mana ge

nt Develo

nt Program•,

Managu ent Record, (No. 7; July 1954)• Vol. XVI, PP• 26••265.
2A.Uen,

valuatin ", p. 265.

3111en, "Eval ting", P• 265.
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The Meadow and Parne • Stuq

In the only study located which ha1 to do with "creative probl.

.

a th irty hour covae which h as to
Meadow and Pamea1 report
•

solving•,
do vith

•

Oaborn' a2 brain-storming and. related methods. Whil the study

•

is perfomed with experimental nd control groups (fifty-four in each
group) of student, at the Univer1ity of Buffalo, it ma:, have applica•
tion to induetrial management groups.

•

Three tin,othese • were tested in Meadow and
ethod

•

H nee it is incl uded her •

Parn s• stu�,

"The

employed (creative problem solving)
in the course would produce
•

a significant increment (a) in quantity of ideas, (b) in quality of
ideas, and (e) in three personality variables•• need achievement,
doainauce

and aelf-control."3

•

tch d experi-

A battery of nine te st measure were given to the

mental and control groups at the beginning and end of the oour I ••
1.

2.

s.
4.
s.

6.
7.

8.

9.

So

"AC Te st of Creative Ability (quanti1;y and quality)

•Plot Titles Low (quantity and quality)
"Gilford
• Unuau l Uaea (quality)
"Apparatua T st (quality)

•

"Thematic Apperception T st • Originality (quality)
"Thematic Appercepti an Te st • eed .Achiev
nt
"California P ·chologieal
Inventory
..
Dominance
Scale
•

.,.

"California Psychological Inventory .. Self-Control Scale
"Wechsl r Adult Intelligence Soale - Vooabularytt4

ch for 1h• tests as e valuative t chniqu s.

and Parnes

arize thI ir re ult c

•(a)

In passing, Meadow

experime nt al as

compared

•

with the control group attained 8 ignificant increments on the two meaaur •
1Arnold Meadow and Sidney
J. Parnes, "Bvaluation of Training in
•
Creative probl . SolYing•, Journal � A2plied Psychology;, (N'1>. SJ
June 1959), Vol. ILIII, pp. 189-19,.

2Alex F. O aborn, A lied Ima ination, Princi les and Procedures ,2!
g
pf
�
ons;'"'T§51).
Creativ Thinking, ( ew ork: Charl s Scribner1
eadow

4M

P mes,

adow & Pa mes,

valuation of

Tra inin ", p. 193.

"Evaluation of Training", p. 190.
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of quantity of ideatJ (b) the experi•ntal as compared with the control
group attained significant increments on
• three of the five •asures of
quality of ideas, (c) the experimental as compared with the control

•

nt on th California Psychological

group showed a significant incr

Inventory Dominance sca1e.•l

The Sharp and Dohlle Company Study
An interesting technique, not heretofore mntioned as bein ueed by

.

•

an indu9 try, i• an adaptation of the • ociometric rating• applied to n
industrial training progr• at Sharp and Dohme, Inc. llich used socio•
2

metric ratings by the conference group as an indication
of personal re•
•
lationa
• within the group. He b liev s this

y also have a bearing upon

their wrk relations cutside of the conference group,
e.g. da;y-to-ruq
•

•

work oonmmic tiona. According to Rich somthing should happ n to the
individual during hit experience in the progr• in addition to the facts,
techniques and skills which he learnt from the course content. And,
•the soci

tric method seemed to offer a way of testing thia belief."

•

The rese archer had sev ral conference .groups of fifteen persona
de up of men from four or aor major divisions of th compaDif. Each
made sociometric
ratings of his conference g roup. Each group had
•

•

the opportunity to rate their fellow confer es four ti.mesa
1. The •friendship test" the first day, i.e.
a. Thia person is one of rrry beat friende.
b. Thia person is a friend of mine.
c. Thia person eems all right to me.
d. This per10n may be all right but I don't know.

•

111•adov

and Parnes, 11Evaluation of Training"• p. 19S.

2Joaeph M. Rich, "Measuring Supervitory Trainings The Sociometric
Approach", Personnel, (No. 1, Januar,y•Februar,y 1952), Vol. XXIX, p. 79.
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••
f.
2.

this person I would not enjoy having as a
fri•nd.
This person I would not want as a friend
of mine.

•

The "work coepanionahip test" th e•l econd
d�, i• •
•
substitu ting "work companionship" a a criteria for
judgmen t instead of 8 friendship".

•
.. the la t
The "friendship teet" repeated next to
..

3.

8

day of the fifteen conferences9 ries.

And the "work
companionship test" repeated on the
•
last day of conferences.
•

4.

l.eaults of the first two tests were reported back to the group meabers
during 1he s• cond ve ek of conferences in such a v,q so that each could
tell how the group felt toward hill but could not identify other conferee••

• on the ratings.

resuit

Without going into detail reporting the

II pecific

results of Rich's

evaluation and the positions and changes of various members
as the ratings
•
were made, Rich's co nclusion that "the sociometric method had been shown

•

as a us ful tool in gauging group atmosphere and in ••suring some aspe eta
of group developant "is sufficient to indicate
• the possibilities of this
technique.

Rich says th at perhaps this technique can be uae4 to • •••help

predict the future succ••• of' an individua l in
on the job?"

etting along with other•

Or perhape • •••those vho are not readily accepted can be

helped to gain acceptance and thereby

e themselves and the talents

they posHH more useful in the organi.aation ?•1
"Learning," submits Rieb; "which takes place during
the courae i•
•
by no mean• limited to the topics
• scheduled for discussion.

The other

chan gea which take place may have an even greater influence upon the

1.Rich, "Measuring Supervisory Training", P• 83.
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quality of super,ision and the quantity of production.

These changes

are primarily in the area of group relations," concludes Rich.

1

The Savitt Study
In quest of the

•ffectivene s of
I

m.ent in a gov rnment organisation,

nagement education and develop•

avitt2 utiliz a a before and after

questionnaire for evalu tive purposes.

Although
the study was in a
•

•

gov nment organisation, the evaluative t chniques would lik 1y be
applicable to industrial situations a nd thu

• deairable for review here.

In this instance the saple for stu� was thirty-seven mid dle-manage•

•

•

nt leTel people repreaenting
• ngin e eriDg, accouting, adm.iniatrativ ,
maintenance, police and educational gover

•

•

ntal functions.

S vitt8 administer d a qu stionnaire on the first dq of the
program and a like questionnair
to detennine the increa
practice•••

at the end of the ·ten-we k program

in "knowled e of

•

nag unt principle a and

Additional information was obtained from th• cont
•
arees

with respect to a e, formal schooling, supervisory and a

• •

ini tr tive

experience and aental ability (Otis t st).
The f'indin s of Savi tt4 are 9WWllarized in Table

4.

1Ktch, "Measuring Supe"isory !raining", pp. 83 .·.94.
2iforris A. Savitt, "Is anage•nt Training Worthwhil
(Ho. 2J September..Octob r 1957), Vol. run, p. 79.

•

?",

Personnel,

Morrie A. Savitt, "Th• I ,etention of Management Training•, Journal
of the A•rican Society of Training
Dir ctora, (No. 2J February 1951),
.
Vol. XIII, p. 2 •
3savitt, •11 Manag
4savitt, "I•

••

t Training WorthwhileP•, p. 80.

anagement training lfor1hwhile?", p. 82.
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TABLE 4
Effect of Various 'actors

Group with

Factors

Previous
Training•

Compared
•

13 Men

Quiz Score
•
(Max. 90)
First Te st
Second Test

...

58.9

Age ff
For

Edu•
dationH

Group with

No Previous
Training•

24 Men
53.7

67.5

61.7

8.6

a.o

Iaprov nt
in Score

0n

Test Score• of Trainee•

Difference
Between
Group•

s.2
5.8

Significance
of Differ9nee
("t" teat)

Significant
Significant

Significant
Significant

40.0

39.5

.05

Not

15.6
•

12.2

3.4

Probably Sipifieant

12.0

10.a

1.7

Not Significant

68.0

,s.o·

1s.o

.Administrative

and Supervisory

g xpe rienceH
Mental

Ability"*

•
ff

...

Highly Significant

Figure s given are averages for the group.

•
Otis Gaaa raw score.

Year •

•

According to Savitt•a use of the

•t• test, the dif ference between

the te5 t score• of the two groups, both on the first use of the teat

and the second use, was significant.
likely becauee

• likely,

Mor

or
•

But this 1ignificuce is not

the "age" or "administrative and

upervisacy" factors.

the dif'ference betw-,en the two groups• scores was due to

•formal e ducation" and "me!ltal. ability• which turned out •ignificant in
S&vitt•s expariment.
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And finally, following Savitt's conclusion , w hich h indicate•
are highly tentati ve-, •intelligence" and "manag

nt training• had

grater influence on learning as indicated by the "management principles
and practice•• test s cores than did "formal. edUcation",
while • ge"
•

.

•

and. •job experi nee• app rently had none.1

1.

Managemant education and develop1ftent progr
or planned attention in

most

a r ceive for

companies , large and

l

all, and

•

arI provided for a ll level of managenent, as revealed in

industry-wide surv ys by th A rican Managenent Associ.ation 2

•

and Dun's evi w

!!!! Modern

Industry agasine.3 FifV-five

percent of the surveyed industries are quoted as bei
"very pleased" or "satisfied" with the results of their
training.
Significantly, courses, ca:i.fere:nces and meetin gs of various

determination are relied upon heavily aa the method of
management education and development in these industries.
At the ti• of the Sllrveys, "�ople-ce ntered", "• oney•
centered•, and "overall" type managem8 nt courses w re
mos t offered as

bject matter in the

industries' pro•

grams.

•

1savitt, •Is M&n.age ent Training Worthwhile?", p. 82.
2current Practices_!!_!!! Develoffint of Manag&Mnt ersonll81,
(New Yfui1 American Management Asaocia on11955), p. 85.
3•Does Management Training Pay Off?", Dun'•
view � Modern
Inc:bstrr, (No. llJ ov•bez- 1959), Vol. LX.Xr,7Tnpag d reprint.
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2.

Huneeyager 1 in hie survey ef purposes of university progr••
for industrial management people conclud: a that the "broaden•
ing" and •group association" concepts are tb.e
values of university programs".

11 outstanding

While theH university prograu

do not produce managers or executives, they do lharpen talent,

•

and are frequently used to suppl aent in-company prograa,,
it was reported. A more detailed Opinion llesearcb Corporation2
study on university programs for

•geaent people concur• vith

lll&1'l

Buneryager3 that the overriding objective

or the company uH

of the ae programs was to instill •... a new brea th of vision•.

a.

Few studies were located which gave an industry-wide picture
of evaluation practice,.

None were comprehenaive in the

•

senae of cover ing adequately •mtcific evaluation practic ••
Moat revealed only miacellaneoua

data and indictment• about

the lack of evaluation.
A Bureau of National Affaira4 questionnaire found only one•

•

fourth of the co p nies 11Urveyed using speci fic training
eTalu tion techniquea.

Another A

rican Manage

nt A 8 aoeia

•

tion5 study reveale d company n atisfaction" with aanagemnt

1s.

G• Huneryager, "An valuation of On,iversity Executive Progrua•,
Journal
of the American Society of Training Directors, (No. Ss Mareh 1960)•
•

fol. llIV, pp.' 37-42.

2Gettin Real Value fro Executive Developant Program• at Univer•
f
eitiea, Opin onleaearch Corporation, (19ii), pp. 34•95•

3ffun8 ryager,

"An Evaluat ion of University Executive Progrus:' PP• 37-42.

4rore•n Training, Bureau of National Aff1,J.i.r1, Inc., p. 11.
5-aesearch and lnformati on - Evaluating the Results•, Hanag••nt

News, p. a.
-
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education progr • but indicated their opinion was based
Mah1er1

oa evaluation
• methods they considered inadequate •

found that about •one in ten• co paniea used any syste atic
research to find out what training was necessary, onlf
"one in forw" studied the
and the. •big
•so
4.

IIerita

of their training methodt,

jority" of the survey indicated they ua ed

body's opinion" a a to the

£fectivenesa of their training.

The evaluation or •human re lations• type

anageaent program•

apparently is a favorite with industrial trainers.
varied attempts are reported in the literature.

Several

The fore

most located, in teraa of elaborate res arch procedures
used and

ost often cited in th literature, was the Ohio

State - International Harvester C pany study by Fl ishman,.
Hattia and Burtt2.

They used a 150 item questionnaire de

signed to measure leadership attitudes in for emen.

..

The

questionnaire was given before, immediately after and some
ti

after the train in g pro gram to the control and experi•

ntal groups.

The Bell Telephone Co pan;y study by Stroud3 was aindlar to
the Ohio Ste.ta study in 1hI research techniques uaed and
in that a tte

ta 'were

ade
• to ascertain improved performance

•

lp ychologi sts Give MMage ent", Busin ss

!!!!,

pp. 106•107.

2 dwin A. Fl ia an, Edwin F. llarris and Harold E. Burtt, Leader•
.!h!2 and Supervision in Industnls An Eftluation of a Superrlsorl Prouaa,
- -U- versi
- - ty; 1955), pp.-xI1 and 110.
(Columbus, Ohioi OhioStat

------

Sp ggy V. Stroud, "Evaluating a !bun.an Relations Training Program",
Personnel, (No. 6a ovember-Decnber 1959), Vol.
XVI, pp. 52-60.
•
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.

and organisational effectiveness resulting frOJI the training.
But

both 9 tudiea concurred in the inadequacy of the "aelt

••

rating" type or t t directly after a prograa to determine
increased performance and effectiveness.
The Ohio State Study1 was interesting in that four external
organisational criteria (" bnnteeiaa 9 accidents, grievances
and labor turnover") were used as a . asure of improved or
ganisational. effectivenesa. A Detroit Edison tu� reported
by Seashor. 2, on the other hand, used a aorale survey with
extenaive "feedback" to trainees, their supervisor• and other
employees, as a measure or organisational effectiveness.
Kirkpatrict3 teated the results of his hulllan relations training
progr• for foremen with "comment sheets• after the program -

•

to r veal their "feelings" or like of the prograa. Pre and
p09t test scores on a "human relations teat" were used to
ascertain increased knowledge from
• the progra. And correla•
tion of the se •test" scores vi th job performance back at the
trainee's coapany vaa performed -- but with ap arentl.3 incon1
Fleishman, Harrie and Burtt, Leadership!!! Supe"ision, pp. xxii
and 110.
2stanley • Seashore, The Training of Leaders for Effective Huaan
2elatione (Paris, Frances United NationaEducation.r'lclentlrlc and ··
Cultural Or aniaationJ
• 1957),. p. 43.

8nonal.d L. Kirkpatrick 9 "Evaluating Human I.elations Program• for
Industrial Foremen and Supervisors", (Madison, iscon1in1 Unpublished
Doctoral Thesie Submitted at the University of Wisconsin) 1954) p. 144.
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elusive relatienship It •

Soik'a1 study at the Allen Bradley

Company vaa patterned after Kir kpatrick's with the addition
valuative indicator.
•

of "group participation• ae an

• ef fectivenea• of training

To evalu a•
t th

adJllinistrati. o n and

training method 9 and to determine future training needa, the

• Company

d Gubl

Proctor

2

-.ployed a ayste•tic and intensive

interview program with fore•en candidl tea and with the candidate••
pervisors.
In the last h

an relations training eval\18.tive att

pt located,

· Osterberg and Lindbom3 used a dela¥ed questionnaire, (three
y ars after program) sent to• �o graa participants, in an
effort to determine any lasting behavioral or organisational

•

c hange r sulting f roa the training.
5.

Several other evaluative •ndeavors with mana ement training

.

and development programs, oth r than university conducted
or
•
"human relations" type ,. were noted in the literature.

ThF••

studies available, two from the General Electric CompaD¥4, and
1Nile Soik, "An valuation of a Human Relation, Training Progr..•,
Journal of the American Socie!Y of Training Director•, (No. SJ March 1958),

Voi. ii1r, W: 34-i9.

Nile Soik, "An Eyaluation of a Human R.elati ona Training Prograa,
A Follow tlp To•, Journal _!! the Amriean Socie:g
Training Director,,

(No. 7; Ju]¥ 1958), oi. llII,pp. 31.33.
2seashore,

!!!!

Training

2f

!!

Leaders, p. 48.

3 esley Osterberg and Theodore Lindbom, "Evaluating Busan Relation•
Training for Supervisor•", Advanced Hanage•nt, (No. 9 J September 1958),
Vol. XVIII, PP• 26-28.

'M errihue

and

atsell, •ERI • Yardstict•, pp. 91•99.

Sorensen, •the Observed Chan ges
•

nquiry•, p. 48 and appendices •
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the other perfonae d at thI B. F. Goodrich Compan:,1, reported
atteIIpts to
as a

IIeasur e

changed behavior or iII proved performance

r1!1911lt of manageaent trainin g •

-

In 1:he one ca

tricate composite index of variou• personnel.
as a basis of evaluati on.

The

an in•

•tatiatics was used

cond attempt utilised con•

trol and expe rimntal groupings and series of questionnai res,
one year

afte r the program, to the progra participants, their

•

peer , those they supervis ed and the partici pant•• supervisor••
The Goodrich e valuators similarly used questionnaires, wt
only those ratings by s�riors.

A dclitionally, a aerie • of

participant
attitude and achi evemen t tests were employed in
•
the Goodrich study.
Savitt2 vent into an involved experiaent to

•easure increase d

knowledge, as a result of management training, and then in

-.

terestingly correlated before

p articipants• age, for

..

and tests of'

and after test scores with the

1 education,
supervisory experience
•

ntal ability.

The Monsanto
Chemical Company
•
• 3 held a a eries of •plant problem•

conference• which were a lao conaidered trai ning ground for the
participants. Evaluati on techniques included the _superiors•
rating of participants• performance on the job on a before and
1Goodacre,
..
"The g xperimental Evaluation", pp. 594-588.

-

2savitt. "ls Management Training Worthwhile?•, pp. 79-82.

Savi tt, "The Retention of Manage nt Training•, pp.

3Allen, "Evaluating a Manage11111nt Develo

nt

2s-sa.

Prograa•, pp. 264-265.
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.

after b sis, a participant attitude survey, and attendance
at the volU11tary cont rencea.
Rich's studyl at the Sharp and Dohme Company p:ori.ded an

• "sociometric• technique.

inter8 sting adaptation of th
feree• rated each other.

Con

Through a system of eonfid e ntial

intervi ws, where the re ults ver& r • vealed to

•a.ch participant

individually• and through continued inter-reaction in confer• ncea,
the leader att

pted to iII.prove inter-personal rel a tiona of the

group, inside and outside th

conference room.

•

Imp.rov aent

• • the confer8 nee• was noted on repeat "•ocio
re ulting fro

tric"

ratings during and at the end of the program.
Meadow and

p

arnea 2 report the only experi nt located which
-

strives to measure re sults of a "creative probl• solving"

g • pro•
.de popular
by Osborn 3 and his "brainatormin
•
•

cour
cedure.

Experimental. and control groups were employed with

a battery of nine test easures including tests of creative

•

ability, apperception and intelligenc .
And lastly, the General Motors • AC

park nug Division Study•

was the only piece of research available which reported an

..

attempt to co prehensively evaluate a number of manage
courses giv n over

nt

veFal years on a plant-wide basia .

1 ich, "Measuring Supervisory Training•, pp. 78-84.

•

2M adow
ltivaluation of Training, pp. 189•194.
9
• and Parne,

3o 9 born•

4"Manage

Applied I

gination, Principles and, pp. xxiii and 579.

nt Development Program•, AC Sp rk Plug, p. 14 and appendicea.
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• use

Extensiv

of

•tructured personal interviews with

the

participant s of the various ix-ogra lls was the evaluative
technique in this cas •

•

Thia chapt r reflects the man;y evaluative techniques used by industry.

•

It also shows the lack of standard ethods used in eva luation.

In the

examples cited the standa rd objective criteria and the evaluative techni
ques are not cOIIIplete, but reflect the piecemeal
ap proach outlined in
•
the first part of this study.

It is interesting to note that many in•

duatries are evaluating supervisory training, b ut that such evaluation
cannot be termed Yaluable in establishing training objectives.

•

None of

the industries studied us d performance app raisal. with standard perform•
ance criteria aa abI sis of evaluating of training.

CBAPTEI IY

Thia chapter rill deal with the conclusions dran fr011 the�fore•
I

thoda, and

going chapters. The purpo I •• principles, techniques,
reaulta of evaluation will be reviewed.

In addition, a standard eval•

uative technique with proposed evaluation criteria will be discussed.

•

•

•

It is to be noted that th basic areas of re ponsibiliti a and the
general characteristics of the supervisor are intended as guidet to
effective supervisory appraisal in evaluating training which the super•
visor has bee given.
Conclusions
l. Generally the authorities in the literature of evaluation, agree
that the basic Pl!!J?O&e of evaluation should be to improve and

•

achi ve effectiveness in training.

•

..

2, Theae principles, or guide-lin s, should be considered by the

•

evaluator of indu trial management training progr aa
••
b.

valu tion usually offers the greatest potential
.
benefit
it conducted ove r a p riod of time an4
·a built-in part of the total training p roce•••
Programs with specific objectiYea can aost easily
be evaluated.

c. Variables which may influence the results of evalua•
tion should be iaolat d and taken into coneideration.

•
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3.

Evaluation of management training programs should be performed
by an orderly,
yet flexible, process.
•

4.

These steps are recown.de4a

••

Define the proble

to be studied or evaluated.

b.

Re-define or fot'lllulate into meaS11rable t�i,na the
obj ctives the training is to accomplish.

c.

Identify a measurable or test situation where
changes
•:y be noted.
•

d.

Apply the measure or evaluative method.

••

Analyse and interpret the results.

f.

Improve or modify the

•

nage

•nt training program.

A coaprehensin evaluation of a manageaent training prograa is
encouraged.

Evaluation endeavors at I everal of these level•

will provide evidence upon which improvt ments or greater effect•
iveness of progra•a

IDight

be achieved1

a.

The
thod of presentation of the training program,
e.g. evaluation of conference techniques, conferenc•
leaders.

b.

The prticiets•
pr;ogress during the training pro•
•
gr •

c.

The feeling of particients about the training pre ...
gr

d.

the learning .of participants as a result of the
training program,
••g• certain management princi•
•
•
plea; 9 upervisory knov1• die.

...

e. 'The behaYior of participants as a result o f the
train1ng program; e.g. different actions back on
the job resulting from the progra .

r.

s.

The results, effect or impact on the group, inter
group r lationshlps-or organization as a resu.l t of the
training progru.

Manage nt training prac titioners in.about half the industries
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• ia a continuous
• that eff•ctive evaluation
proc••• a • the th•oriat suggests it shou1d be. The co•paniea
reporting, are awar

.-

report that they do plan for and perfoni eV aluation of some
focus
• or purpose and with som
directly after and aome ti

-

•

thod r gularly before, during,

after their mana gement t raining

and development programs.
6.

In the experi

nta reported in the literature concernin'g the

evaluation of manage
sev ral evaluation
inhe re nt 1

nt t raining and de v•lop•nt programs,
thoda appear work able vi th,

of

· tations various situations •Y present.

•

cour s , the
In

110st

cases, the evaluator should seek to isolate all "contamination"
,

• the r sult of using any of the

factors which may innuenc
folloV ing
a.

thods.

SOiie fonn of te11 t, designed to measure the course
or content mat rial to be i111l)arted a• a result of
the program, given before, during, i11111ediately
aft r and some time afte r the progr8Jll • (However,
there is ao• indication in the rep orted studie •
on "buaan relations• programs tha t the "self•
rating• type of test g iv n directly fter a pro•
gr . has serious inadequacies in determining in•
d e anagerial performance or effectiveneas
cN
•
as a result of the training .)

•

-....

•

•

•

-

b.

. xternal organisational criteria, e.g. absent4ieiem,
accidents, griev nces, labor turnover, as a
asure
of iaproved organisational effe ctiveness as a
result of th8
nagement training progr••

c.

Morale, organizational attitude or communications
type or SU rveys to deterai.ne improvement in the
s work groups.
participant•

d.

"COIDlll8nt" questionnaire• of various designs after
the program to ascertain 'the participant•• like
of or benefit from a program.

•
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e. Group participation and/or the attt ndance at a
seria • of conference• which are held on a volun•
tary basis.

r.

..
..

Systematic intervi•vs with program participants
and/or their supervisors on the aerita of the
progr •

g. Systematic observation of the performance of the
manag• nt person back on the job after the pro
gram.

•

h. T sts of va rious designs and purpos• g iven on a
befor• and after basis, to control and experi
mental groupinI s.
i. A composite index of ae lected personnel etatiI tic•,
th index moveunt int ruied to correspoi,..d with
the detir d changed behavior or improved performance
or the an gerial group a a result of their
tnining.

•

j.

•

• ••

•

Control and experimantal groupings along with a
s ri s of re 1l te d p rfonm.nce inquiry type que tion
nairee, one yaar after the program to the partici•
pants and /or thair peers, those they supervised
and the pa rticipants' luperriaors.
•

• •

•

•

7. As reveale d in this study, questionnaires of various design and
purpose are the

oat often used

In

•

thod of evaluation.

uestion

nair•• design d with the purpose to asseaa the feelings or like

•

-

of a program end the b nefits of a program are the ty pe llost

-·

•

frequently
• • uaed. Mo t qu stionnaires are giv
C

.,.

to the partici•

•

pants or manage r in tho program.. So what in le • usaI e is the

•

•

•

type to be fill d out by the ma.nag rs• supervi ors. And a

•

very few ever are u ed to question the manal ers• employees or

•

the manag, r 9 ' supe rior .

a.

-

Course material infonaation tests are also frequently used on
a before• during and directly after the progr

basis, but
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rarely used some time after the
lasting
9.

progrUI to determine the

effects, if any, of the training progru.

Group participation and/or attendance at a voluntary

••ri••

of conference• is often used as an evaluativ• measure.
10.

a
Systematic oba
• e rvation of participant'

a fter the progru

actions on the job

is also frequently used as an evaluative

thod by the c 011panies repre ented in the survey.
11.

However, a nt.lllber of the

•

other evaluation methods and research

t chniques expounded in the literature are infrequently u1ed,

as reveal�d by this study. They are 1
a.

Check o f conauaer•' atti tudI toward servic e or
product render d by participant•• departments.

•

b. Control and experimental groupings.
c.

Morale, organisational attitude or co
aurveys in the
na.gers• work groups.

d.

U

•

nications

of record• on absenteeia , accidents,

griev•

a ncee, labor tur nover and the like in the arti•
cipanta• de pl r tm.ents.

12.

•

• ethoda
13.

•

No co pani • offered revolutionary evalua tive idea• or research

Few

other than variations
• of thoI e found in the literature.

published studies could be located which attempted to give

•

.,
an industry-wide picture
of evaluation practic s or 9 tatua of
evaluation.

•re comprehen•ive in the sense of covering

None w

adequately the methods or effort in

the area or evaluation.

But all seemed to be using inadequate data and publicising
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the allegedly found general lack of effective evaluation of

•

•

manage ent training progrua. On the contrary, this ore
comprehensive study, in term• of evaluation practices and
effort, showa industry is engaged to some degree in evalua
tion activities and is aoanbat
cognizant of what effective
•
evaluation includes.
1 4.

•

Indication• are that at lea1t a static position will b main
tained and perhapt even a slight increase in evaluative effort

•

will be mad in th future. Many industries reporting the
higher aaounts of time and budget for evaluation, plan also
to increase their evaluation activities
in the future.
•

Submission of a Nev Evaluative Method

•

Based upon
• the concluaions drawn from thi study, a new method of
evaluation will be developed. With dlle consideration of the evaluative

•ethods now in u•e and

of the th eoretical aspect• of evaluation, at

this time a standard method of eval tion, appraisal and potential
growth will be presented.. Although this method may not be the answer
to all evaluative situations, it will be a systU1&tic approach to the
improveaent of perfo ance by the first line supervisor through the

•

use of effeotiv training with the desired attainment of company ob
jectives.

..

En.luation Criteria

•

Throughout this stu.dy ref rence bas been made pointing to an

objective

thod of evaluation baaed upon appra isal of
• performance
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in specific areas of a supervisor'

•

poaition. Yoder sugge ts the most

frequent objective criteria of evaluation to bet
1.

Increa1ed output.

2. Reduced time to tlill"D out a unit of i:roduction.
3. Reduced training time.
4. Reduction in scrap, breakage, and Mtppliea used.
5.

Improv••nt in quality of' output.

•

6. I provement in morale.
7.
8.

:&eduction

accidents.

in absenteeism, grievances, turnover and

duction in overhead and/or burden.1

With these criteria in mind let us review a syntheai• of reaponsibil•
C>

•

itiea and characteristics list d in Chapter I with the thought of u1ing
these responsibilities and characteristics as the basis for performance
appraisal and as

a

thod of objectively satisfying the criteria of

training evaluation.
Supervi I or•• Reaponsibilitie1

Objective Criteria

a.

1, 2, 3,

b.

•

mployee R lationa
Maintenance

c. Quality
d. Production

••

r.

Inventory
Coats

1, 2,

•• 5, 6, 7

.. , 7, 8

.,

1, 2, 4, 5, 8
1, 2,

,, 8

s,

1, 2, 3, 4,

8

s,

7, 8

1nale Yoder, H. G. Hene , Jr., John G. Turnbull and C • Harold
Stone, Handbook of Personnel Manan•nt and Labor lelationa, (New Yorks
McGraw-Bili BookCompany, Inc, a 19 8). -
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It is easily noted that appraisal of the standard
• ba sic responsi•

•

•

b iliti s ofa first lin supervisor will satisfy the objective c riteria

.. .
•

establish d to evalua te t raininI •
only

This is not to imply this is the

thod of e valuation, but it doea give the evaluator a 1ys tematic
•

approach to the probl• of t raining evaluation.

.

Job Specifi cations

.,
The first line super visory job specifications if analysed clo
ely
and condensed into a baaic form will ref lect the synthesized. basic

•

re pon aibilitie a which are. to be u1ed in performance a praieal.

•

Together

with the basie responsibilities are the g neral charac teristic• to be

..

used in evaluation as outlined in Chapter I.

Although appraisal of

such characteristics ia not of primaey concern in this study, it ia
the· intent of the author to show that ch anges in this area of the

•
•
the s• charaoteria tics with th•

•

supervisor• s qualifications wil l r fleet pot ntial danger ignala
which
• may be overcome.

The appraisal of

•

appraiaal of performanc• in reapon I ibilities will give an overal l pietur
•
of potential growth and p romotability.

They may also be used as a

111.eans of detenninin g t raining objective••
Thus •• have eat8bliahed our basic standard c riteria for per formance
•
evaluation including the basic responsibilities and cbaractedstic a.

•

The relation betwe n perfonaance appnia al in the se areas and the

•

•

eva luation of the training to increase proficiency in th ae ar ••
then become a standard tool to be used by an evaluator.
Baaic Responaib ili tie 1
The basic responsibilities to� used in thia

-

thod of evaluation
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and

appraisal area
1. Eaployee Re lati ona
2. Maintenanc.

a.

Quality

4.

Production

5.

Inventory

s.

Costa
General Characteri1tic•

•

The apprais al of the following characteristics co plete the first
objective of performance attainment.
1. Cooperation
2. Initiative -

s.

Ambition

4. Deciaivene••
6. Self-control
6.

Dependability

7. Manner

a.

Self-expresaion

9. Job
• Knowledge

10.

..

.Plan and Organise

11. Self•improve n t
12.

Delegation

PERFORM!NCI AP'PlU.ISAL
The objectives of the Performance Appraisal area
To eYaluate the performance of each management •ployee

to serve as a

-
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diUII for (a) performance on
• the job,

(b) illprove•nt of present performance, (c) determining
po I sible training areas, (d) determining individual
developmant naeda, (e) evaluation of training, and (f)
potential promotion capabilities.

Perfor•nce Improvement Through Experience
Training and Develop.mnt
If performance is below the established standard, a number of
method■ may be used to raise the proficiency in a specific area.
the methods utilized are training, devel opment, or experience.

Among

Under

Training would come supervisory
•
• trainee programs, technical courses,
manageII ent courses and other specific programs.

For consideration under

the Development method would be coaching on the present job, self•
illprovemant, rotation on other jobs and combinations of
• these approaches.
Experience factors for
• improvement aay be technical, operating, adlnin•
iatrative, or all th ree.

Overall Perfonsance
A general viev of how the

pervisor is doing hi• present job ia

helpful in the determination of promotability, of potential achieve•nt,

• replace-.nts

and possibl

•

in caae
of pro
•
• otion or transfer.

Although

this study is primarily aimed at an evaluative technique of Training,

..

the relative importance of recognising certain performance aspects
h auperviaor cannot be CJV"erloolatd.
•

ot
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•

•

The Three Appraisal M thods of
Yaluating Training
In the fir st ctapter reference was made to the groups vho vere
used to define the mpervieor' s job.

Since we h ave used these group•

• • r•levent to uae their services

to define the

pervisor• s job it s •

in evsluating the performance of the supen-iaor.
following groups will be usedt
1.
2,
3.

In this propoaal. the

-

the Supemsora thutelYes
Tha Staff Department•
•
The Supervisor• s i
di ate supervisor

At this point let us consider an example of how this evaluative method
will operate.
The Performance Apiraieal of a supervisor by his ilDJll8diate IIuperior
in consultation with various s taff departments will give the administra•
tion of training and d.evelopant a review of the superTisor• s performance.
If it is felt th at i.Jftprove11ent in performance ia necesaary
in the area
•
of basic responsibilities, then th e train.ing adsinistrator will determine
In

the program to bring performance up to the acceptable standard.

this example th9 supervisor has been rated substandard
• in the baaic
reaponeibility of coats.

..

8 is innediate superior a fter consul
ting the
•

•

Accounting
Department has found that cer ta.in cost
•
• r port, are not pre
pared correctly.

In addition
• the effective use of peraonnel ii below

standard.

Waste control and quality are not up to the acceptable

standard.

With this infon-.tion the administrator advieee the

•

immedi ta superior aa to the action to be taken.

•uperrisor' •

In this case a training

program is to be started which will cover the areas rated low on the

•

apprai al.

..
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In thi8 study it

ia

n ot

portant to determine the t raining ob•

jectives but it is necessary to evaluate
its resul ts.
•

i,�or 1he pur poses

of this eXMple we have,
1.

Through the Selection Pro ceH d• t e nnined the
trainable supe"isor.

2.

Evaluated present performance.

a.
4.

During the

Aaat•d that the training progru. was adequate
to improve pe,rformance.
A sawned that the supervisor was cooperative and
willing to learn.
training

�ogram, the supervisor• s

evalt:ation

terial and technique• will be acquired through tests,
conferences.

inforaation and

of the
•

surveys,

criticia

of the

This evaluation will be used aa

present training.

important e valuation
•

program;

will be llade upon

...

I
the
completion

and this wi ll be a perfomance appraieal by the

• appraisal by the staff department

illlll8diate supe rior, and th

gave the in.foniation concerning low performance rating.

appraisals
be uaed.

and

However, the merits of the progrUt are not to be derived

from the supervi sor• s . evaluation.

The most

of 1he

the basic

responsibilities

The illlllediate

aa

trnperior will uae

outlined in this
the

••e

reaponsibilitiee and characte ris tic• as out lined.

which
•

In both
• II
chapter

..

will

f orm vi th the suie
However, the ataff

department wil l be required to rate the supervisor• s performance in
the areas where th ry are in direct contact with the supervisor.
this

example

In

the staff department would rate pe rformance in the pre

•

paration of coat reporta, p rsonnel utiliaBtion, waste control and
quality.
in the H

•

Sinee th• program was directed toward improving performance
functions, the rating will provide management with a meana

of ev luating the training.

•

Al o the eupe rvisora i

ediat e superior••
•
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appraisal should

re nect improvement in the basic• re eponsibility of

cost,.
This ex
evaluating th

ple although very simple give
eff ctiveness of training.

..

the general method of

The development of the

•

forms to be used in the apprai1ala will be the r aponsibility of the
training administra tor, and the only cont)'.'o1
• of tM forma will be the
incluaion of the basic re 8 ponsibilities and general cha racteristice of
the ■uperTiaor on the fonn to be used by the immediate line auperior.
All

other fora• will be rel ated directly to this perfonu.nee appraial.
As pointed
•

out in this e

ple the evaluati on is based upon ob•

jective criteria and specifically upon improved pe rformance.

Follow-Up
Now
• tha t we hav

'

eva luated the trainin

immediately after the

training, the follow-up pr0 cedure must be I tarted.

Training

Illen

have

learned that wit h the use of objective criteria in evaluation there
1DJt¥ n.o t be imme diate improvement in performance and the formulation
of ha a ty conclusions concerning the inadequacy of
• the training may not
be founded in fact.

The follow-up appraisals are necessary to reflect

factual improved performance.

The training • improvement lag

.,,q

result from the lack of actual incidence• which would require th e UN
of the recently assimilated training
a check must be

F ollow

•ade through the

p of training

..

•kill and knowledge.

Therefore

follow-up forlla.

proceas.
•
•
•hould be • continuous

Not only

are we interested in the eva lua.tion of training given to correct cert•in
inadequaciee, but al10 •� a ••n• of spotting other areas of substandard
performance.
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